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SUE ALEXANDER
DROWNS NEAR
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Fifteen-Year-01
Victim Is For rly
Of Near Kirk

Hoyt Roberts Open),.
New Grocery
Hoyt Roberts has opened a new
grocery at Ninth and Sycamore
streets, and he and his family reside in the apartment above the
store.
- Mr. Roberts bas been in Detroit
about 12 years before returning to
Murray in March. He has built a
handsome white Stucco building
here and will tiffer a nice line of
groceries. oils and gas to the public.
Mrs. Roberts was Miss Minnie
Marshall Adams before her marhuge. They have three children.
twins. Kay and Ray, four years of
age, and Anna Jean, eight.

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon,
July 25, 1946.

J. B. Walker Dies;
Rites Saturday /
John Bunyan Walker. 78, died
Friday morning at his - home near
Faxon.
His death is attributed to hemorrhage of the brain. He was ill 16
days.
He is survived by three daughters. Mrs. Oma Houston, Mrs. Jennie Lovett, and Mrs. Jewell Phelps,
county: two sons. James L. Walker,
Granite City, Ill.. and Lowell,
County; one brother, Jim Walker,
Paris, Tenn ; 21 grandchildren and
one great grandchild.
He was a member of the Liberty
Presbyterian church. Funeral
services were held Saturday, 4 p.m.,
at Sugar Creek Baptist church
with Rev. Lloyd Wilson officiating.
Burial was in the Lone Oak cemetery in Calloway county.
Pallbearers were: Elmos Morris,
Hayden Morris. T. R. Tripp, Stanley Walker, Albert Ragsdale, and
Russell efergis.

Horses From Six States
Expected Here Aug. 5-6

Standard Prtraing Co
1120-230 9 'First St
Zone 2.
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Senate Approves Cub Scouts To Hold
Terminal Leave Special Meet Friday
at W.O.W. Hall
Pay For E.-Men
"A joint meeting of all Cub

SENATE PASSES
OPA AFTER LONG
NIGHT SESSION

Scouts, Den Chiefs, Den Mothers.
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Gene Graham was selected as
tage Grove, Tenn, a
now that capacity, also 'yielded to 6
Mr. Hyde said that the syste
girl. born
safe
Mayor-George Hart is attending
employed as, Sanitary' Inspe
of either war: is asked to get in chairman of a program commi
m
"July
17.
ctor
ttee
plows
but
will
came
start, tentatively, about the with the
tbrough in the the seventh annual
, It appeared from this ship that touch with Gecerge West at West' to be
conference. of
TVA.
selected by him
s
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Fittse
The move first of September.
pinches with his fireball to baffle the Kentu
the carrier Independence, which Store, or Velvin Allbritten.
MurHe staled furcky 'Bankers Association ray.
Mr Vincent lives in Nashvi
was taken to create more interest
a son. botn July 20..
lle.
oppon
his
ents.
ther that whether Murray has this but
like the Nagito was aboutes mile
in,
Mrs.
Lexin
gton
this week.
plans to move to Murray in
It was voted to. send a boy to in the meetings.
Eitts
is
a
The
native' of Brisbane, AusVets 'score 1 in the.secondsystem or not. depends on
term the explosion, also
Mr. Hart, executive vice presithe the near future. ..with hie famil
de- the Htue Grass Boy State. at BowThere being no more business
tralia
.
y. when Coil 'got to first on an error., dent
support that will be indicated
veloped a list.
of the Bank of Murray, is
ling Green. This wee take place Commander Berry adjourned
by He is transportation manager for stole
Mr. °'an'd Mrs. °Jack Gardn
the the result ,of p survey
second. went to third on sine scheduled
er,
tContinued on Page Eight)
Instituted the -Wilson Trucking Co.
to appear on a forum .on Louisv
in the near future. A representa- meetingir
of Naafi- other error and, tallied on
ille. s .son, born itile
by an advertisement in today'
a misT the problems of present day
25.
s
bank,Mrs. Gardnet' is the
•
cue:. Coil. Dennis and Martina' trig.
former Miss
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MRS. CUNNINGHAM
DIES THURSDAY AT
HOME

Vote of 53-26 ComesEarly Today; Bill
Goes To Truman

Editor Lists 'Things
We Could Do
Without'

Williams Chapel
Meeting July 28

MRS. EDDIE HODGES
SUCCUMBS SUNDAY
AT ER ME HERE

I

i

Troop 90 Scouts Top
Troop 45 Ten 9-8

NEW CASES FILED
IN CIRCUIT COURT

•

PAGES

Weekly Report of
Police Court

CHARLIE CRAWFORD ELECTED
ELECTRIC SUPERINTENDENT

Schedule for Typhoid
Vaccinations Given

COLLEGE VETS TOP ORDWAY
HALL TO TIE FOR FIRST PLAC
E'
Independents Show
Added Power to
Hold Second Slot

ARKANSAS ONLY
BATTLESHIP SUNK
BY A-BOMB TEST

Welcome to Alurray,
New Residehts
_-------

_kluge Geyser Of
Spray Rockets 9010
-Feet Skyward
•

AMERICAN LEGION TO SPONSOR
CIRCUS, CURIO CONCESSION; TO SEND
YOUTH TO BLUE GRASS STATE MEET

SERVICE NOTES

CITY COUNCIL GRANTS FRANCHISE 7
FOR GARBAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEM

itia

•

/LOOPY IN10(.13
e

sttrtc

,
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I've been a patient at the HousI
Tenn . visited her SOIL C. C. SA- spending this week in Murray.
:: leans:a:neat .a.,1 a :tie: wean:- '
three
Miss Anna Dina Holton is the
for
Clinic
171011 and family and other rebeton-McDevitt
or is warm, it may take only a few
1 tives
guest of Mrs. Vinol Mondy iMatuig
weeks, with gall stone and jaunhours for the eggs to hatch out
L. L. Sch ul t hies, repress( nting
Bro_ Overall Is assisting Bro. dice complications. My physician
into- nuy wigglers. so small they
Mrs. C. (7. Salmon was at the Wilkinatini in Dallas, Texas. She
arm nt by a rood ductal
attl a
M
TREATMENT
can hardly be seen . 4 These little Lipton Tea campany of Evansville, b:daide of her fattier who was will visit in Fort Worth before Childers in a revival at South thinks I will be able to sit up
Murray Wednesday on critically ill at his home in Mar- returning home.
I want to
Pleasant Grove this week.
some in two weeks
the Egg of The Malaria Mosquito wig lers may come out early in Ind.. vitas in
i•
Fair
business.
relatives and friends for
my
thank
warm,
proand
Mrs.
F.
M.
Holcomb,
in
some
Mr.'
the
spring
A
nood
revival
was
reported
at
maiarns
the
treatment
tor
almeast
imposaible,
but
in
.11
used
seems
cheer, flowers,
Dr. F E. Crawford
returned till1
Lir..e
l :IL Mrs. Noble Cox, Kirk- Salem, Ill., are visiting Cecil ,Thut- Oak Grove Baptist church last visits and wards of
ia fact most medicines given for it is true. that the malaria mosquito tected place, such as under a culother tokens
and
cards",
Friday
where
well
from
Lexington
mond,
arid
other
relatives
here.
"get
bridge,
where
the
he
vert
or
a.
low
week.
Bro.
Henry
Franklin
Passey, visited in Paducah last week
this disease contain this drat I` •
thousand eggs in one
Mrs. L. J. Perdue, Clarksville. chall conducted the services. Bro. of kindness. May _God's richest
female may have hidden during attended the Junior Leagtie Horse with Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Swift
Since it is known that there are •sunsin
e hundred and twenty
Show.and also tho aution sale of and attended the West Kentucky Tema., visited her daughter, Mrs. J. H. Thurman, the pastor, was not blessings rest upon the Ledger ifte
several different types of malaria st-e. o ten laid at eine time. and the winter.
fine horses at Tattersall's Barn.
Jack Sykes last week. Mrs. W. J. able to attend. Baptismal services Times staff and its many readers.
that -acquire different - treatments sea., nil batches of eggs are laid--Mrs. Sarah Ellis Smotherman,
&limo. Slaughters, aunt of Mrs. were conducted at Tobacco Sunother drug:, have 1111.7.1 used also. okay season: Each tame thee ma- BONDURANTS HAVE GUESTS While there he sold his registered '
F''1irr.
11
and Mrs. Guthrie Gilbert
mare
Nancy
of
her
niece
five-gaited
C.
DenSykes,
was.
a
guest
by a friend. Mrs. C. A. Paschall
1
day
afternoon
with
six
additions.
.
combined
eir
alone
either
- -and family are visiting Mr. Genie
squito Lys these'ggs she has had
a
nice
mark,
for
price.
last
week
also.
dsetor
who
mak..
Tts
.liondurant.
quinine
Dr :aid Mrs John H
Gilbert and Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
a blued meal from some person
Campbell
is
Margaret
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Yates have
_ Miss
tho. blood -.examination diacovers she has bitten. So eager is this Mo- their to sons,
d Mrs. BondurMiller this week.
returned
spending a few- weeks with hometo
their
home
in
Louisthgakind ief malaria a "serum has. squito for this meal that she may
Senator
nts' mother Mrs 1. D Tyree Sr.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Sutton, folks in Lebanon. Tenn.
In the Democratic Primary for United States
far him - ba seen hunting -busily for a tiny visited in the home of Mr and -stilly after a visit with Mrs. Yates' Chicago.
aid know- lb, it
III.. have returned to
August 3, 1946
Saturday,
_sister.
Miss
Beulah
E.
Hart
has
been
on
Lamb,
Pet:
Frank
Nix
Route
Atter the opining or break in a screen. Mrs. C.. 0 Bondurant at 813 Olive
Its gel well quickly
their home following a visit with transferred to Baco Ratott Field.
Dr. 1. Hazel.
Pftstm has been treated, the doctor through which she ca.
!: enter for street during the past week
Mr. and Mrs. Edrair Melvin Win- Mr. and Mrs. Tebie Smith. near Miami, Fla. where he is studying
!Nikes anothei idood test to be he: dinner These mosquitoes are Bondurant. who.is now an AgriConcord.d
radar.
site that the infection has dislp- thought to have a keen sense of cultural Economist at the Unave'rs- ter Haven. Fla.. spent Saturday
-Mu'. and Mrs. Eastern Paschall of
-tneht
smith
Mr.
and
•
Mrs.
Glindet
Miss Ann Eva Gibbs, aduate of
medicines
patent
sesareeta 'raking
sersd raTIOWIY-easseili-eatisteres- gander ThrIff To The i'ry
Inkster. Mich. are guests of rela- Murray State Colleg
Re's..'
and refife
place where there is a human be- County as county agent_ for several
Mr and Mrs_ Edgar Morris visit- tives and friends in the county this ligious education dir ctor in the
•
moncy. since these medi- ins
aliste
months in 1934 and 1935 He and
ed relatives here list week. tql% - week.
First Method st Ch ch. Fairfield.
ver bring about a —
cices
The feniale malaria mosquito Asaociate County Agent C. 0. Mg Tuesday for their home in DeW. H. Foster and daughters, Lin- Iowa. has be
a epted at Duke
Are and may do the- patient harm.
brothers
and
are
Bondurant
are
which is Sound in our Southern
troit where Mr. Morris is super- da and Jean returned to Kennett, University.
will study reIA Person who has malaria over States prefers to lay her eggs in natives of Marshall courtly. They
Ido
after visiting Mrs. C. H. ligious education on a fellowship
visor in Briggs Body Co. He has
program.
along period of time and does not
•
Jamattended
a
their
families
and
He qffers• constructive legislative
tee treatment becomes weak and clean, gently moving water with
been employed there for the past broach of 1403 Main street. Mr. there.
of
their
reunion
at
the
home
fly
Wars.
World
two
erass growing along the edge. She
He volunteered to scree in
21 years. They visited Mr. and Foster recently resigned as superMrs. Louise Dick, Miami. Fla.,
Need and his blood becomes pale
watery holes left father G M. Bondurant near Ben- Mrs. Lamar Fannie Mr. and Mrs. tntendent of schools in Wardell. is visiting her parents. Mr. and
nes_
I
sometimes
finds
Senate!
the
in
'errs
Let's elect hint to
- aid thin . He usually is very
by the feet of-cattle. and lays her ton Sunday. July 21.
Garnet Morris. and Mr and Mrs. Mo. and has accepted a position as Mrs. C. D Holt, and other relatives
Yetis and is unable to do si day'a 1
If
she
cannot
thera
find
"'ass
Secretary
to Chamber of Com- and friends in the (witty. She
Will Guthrie.
111E4DQUARTF.R.4:
virk . Anarkseaf chilis and fever 1 i
.
TELEPHONE.
COLDWATER CHURCH OF
then ..nd nisi the condition she preftrs.'she
recently visited her :bfrother, Felix
Mr. and Mrs James Nix and merce in Kennett.
411 *est Jefferson .1t.
CLAY 2343
MEETING
CHRIST
lay
her
in
at su‘it ton, _ in. ,1,. 1,, ..,,.:.. 0, tx,d Win
eggs in dirty water
lenalsrille 2, ICy.
Miss Zama Patton is visiting Miss Holt at his home in Pennsylvania,
hildren. Don and Jimmy Sue, are
ilattm, n_nik.„ 1,, ,pii. bc0,ur. ,,,, a gialk`r or ditch. or she may lay
visiting Mrs Artie Nix. and Mr_ Pat-y Mangrum in Mayfield this and her son, Alfred Dick who is a
A Per le11 of gospel meetings will and Mrs. Earl Toler. Paris. Tenn. week.
down tins Ins, ..t.,_, hicis .. is !lam in rain barrels or in tin
.
student in Harvard.
m,„ :sans 'Eapecially she likes tatagee begin Sunday. August 4. at 3 p. Mr.-Mx is employed at Club Bali,
Mrs. Boyd Wear is confined to
which have a--greell• mossy growth rU .,,t Coldwater Church of Christ.. Detroit, whore he has been for her bed with illness. She has been a.
. 4mg (lean a 1% !It, i 4% ,' Malaria
• a
Bro Perry Cotham will conduct seven years. Mr. Nix attended Sick fOr two weeks.
.de ?IAA e• ‘. . 9/0
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Stringer
The meesquito, a eggs look like the: sarsase through the following Murray ILO $chool, and later
werk beotter. fail .1: 1:a'':;
particles ed soot floating on wt4k.
ale
graduated in Lamesit. Texas. Mrs. and son Bobby. formerly of Cincause of 'requ rut ilinesaes
All are invited ao attend.
lop of the water Soirwtimes these
st-hool There a
Toler and the children have been. cinnati. 0_ are the guests of Mrs.
mance fr•
aaa,
.-sinele 71 ' particles sting together ,and in this
here eight weeks. Mr. Nix arriv- Stringer's sister, Mrs. Ralph Wear.
etuse far necleettne
Mr Stringer and family are en
Jefferson county orchard owners ed July 16
way make beautiful patter ia quite
s
sineo the die ae
1' e
rout, to Danville:. Ky.. where they
_asai pes4sas. eta: be _made _differeni from the eats of iffy report good_ prospects fur peach
Mrs Walter Dent and little son.
will make theit Maine.
arid apple crops
eiltirel,. well if nais- "Lae precept totilt r insect
Richard. Charleston, III. are visit•
Mr. and 'Mrs. Joe Campanelli and
.
10
ing Miss Myra Bagwell this week.
daughter. Betsy Ann. Johnnie Cam.
•
Mr Dent is head of the science-depanelli and Miss Marie Deangeles
partment in the high school
in
of Chicago' were gussets last week
The Finest Food Prepared to Tempt
Charleston
of Mr. and Mrs. Aitaji Barnett.
Your Appetite
Mr. and Mrs. Eph Buie. Mrs. Mrs.
Campanefli and
etsy Ann
Walter -Dent and son. Richard. and spent
several days with heresister.
Miss Myra Bagwell. were in Mom- Wise_
Barnett, and Mr. Barnett..
• a
phi
The other guests returned to their
Alexander F. Russell. M.D. has home in _Chicago.
armaunced resumption of practice
Wm. Packman. ilianager of Lerat 232 North Second street. Clarks- man Brothers Store, suffered a ,
ville. Tenn
He spent five years heart attack early this
week. He
with the army medical conk
was e•isiting -his son, Bobby, in
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Key and son New York. Mr. and
Mrs. Simon •
Rudy el Detroit are visiting Mr Jacobs have gone to be with him
Key's mother. Mrs. Subs Key. 161IL Mrs. Jacobs is Mr.
Packman's
Farmer avenue. alma Mrs. Key's daughter.
parent:011r and Mrs. L. M CupJack Beale Kennedy' has received
ton, west of Lynn Grove
his discharge from the Navy at
.Mrs. - Lena Smith of Detroit is Great Lakes and is at home with
Establishing A New Standard
visiting her sisters. Mrs. IV. H his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Jack ,
Huie. and Mrs C B Tidwell and Ks weedy. He has been stationed
of Scientific Accuracy
brothers H A Swift and H. C. at in
s Dm
ieagrog.are
CatlifG
.
Swift of the (runty
Miss
Grave returned
HOW
IT'S
DONE
COME
AND
SEE
Mr
and
Mrs
0.
M
Corbin
Jr.
•••
Monday from Louisville
where'
and son. William. left this after- she visited her. siafer. Mrs. Dick
noon IThursdayi for Panama City. Hagan.
She wasa accompanied
Phone 412
A Step front the Campus on Main
Fla
Mr Corbin will return next home by Mrs. Hagan and her neweek and 1•11M Corbin and little ,phevs.
'-k Newton. who a!•
will remain for a month's visit
• •
wreth-Ntlativeli.
JOININEXII1Km. =mime
Mr. and Mr5 James Richardson
and Mr and Mrs. Harlan Bagwell
CONDUtfTED BY
-pent the week-end in Bowling
Green and Hodgenville. Ky
Mr and Mrs James Richardson
and son. Jimmie. will leave Friday for their home in Saginaw.
Mich. after a two weeks visit
with their parents. Mr and Mrs
t Ail. KY.
Bates Richardson and sister. M7
Harlan Bagwell.
ut.st
St 'tomtit!.
Gene Fairchild has returned to
Paducah after spending a part of
his vacant-on with his parents. Mr
MURRAY, KY
and Mrs Norman Kiapp. He alai
visited In Milan. Tenn.. and will
with lala*
spend the
week-end
cousin. Wm E. Hull. hi
born
Your hearingIdeficiency is Sadie iduall
interpret these great new instruments can
•
Mrs. A. F Tanta y and
you
to
hearing
sours--iust like your fingerprints and your
open the whole world of
Betty Yancey have returned from
eyesight It must be analyzed and corrected
again.
Georgetown where they visited the
for you, and WIN alone!
formcras parents. Dr. and Mrs W
This is Jesierstsfit fitting. No guess-work -
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VOTE FOR

BLAKEY HELM

Mi

Bra

i

DELICIOUSLY PREPARED
FOOD

i

Treat Your Family to a Dinner Out

HARD OF
HEARING!

•

No Other Hearing Aid in the World
_is

_FITTED THIS WAY!

Special
DINNERS
Regular
Fried Chicken, Baked Chicken, Beef Roast, Pork Roast
Chops, T-Bone Steaks, Club Steaks
Home Made Rolls and Pies
Dinners from 12:00 noon on

EXCLUSIVE ACOUSTICON ANALYTIC
TESTING AND FITTING METHOD

ar.

e--

:21

Make your reservation now for a party in our
Private Dining Room

111 I
ass

1142
.
tcL•

Ins
Pb

COLLEGIATE INN

3

FREE HEARING CLINIC

r-

MIRRORS
VENETIAN BLINDS
WALLPAPER

CHARLES D. TATE and CLEVE WILLIAMS
—
ACOUSTICON TATE
PAN.
at HOTEL- NATIONAL

NO CHANGES IN PRICES
Since OPA Went Off

Friday and Saturday, July 26 and 27

We can take orders for mirrors. They can be
furnished in any size, to fit any room.

!z.
•
•
•

•

The Atousticon Selector mathematic illy
calculates is bat correction and /sou mad, b
you need -and then actually shows w hal)
of the Acoustic-on "4.Hearing Lenses will
gist it Co sou.

no mere conversation. You see it done before your eyes-you bear the difference in
your ears. This great new science was dc•
veloped b Acousticon because an improperly fitted hearing instrument is worse
than no instrument at all Today, because
of this superior Acousticon testing and
fitting method, thousands of men and
women are enioying the pleasant. relaxed
hearing yow have always hoped for.

These trial
tirld'of correctiVe
hearing will be dessersnstratrd here b) a
qualified expert - art expert who is specoil's trained to
(hem As you
watch and listen: trail a ill underhand the
izreat help that this hauthurity on deafness
as gist roe HIS ,ffisrs of'eXpe-iffence- his
skill -•his know Irdpie of how to use and

Attend this FREE clinic - come see and
hear this new miracle in testing and fitting No matter what make hearing aid
you wear - no matter what your hearing
matter whether you wear
priubletn is
or not -you are welcome to
new
a hearin&:id
ppiness and peace of mind this
the
FREE clinic offers you.

The Acousticon Analytic Speech Testing
is the new, infallible instrument of science
that accurately reveals what sour individ•
oil hearing debt iency as'

•

No Other Hearing Aid in the World
Offers
• Analytic Speech Testing
• Mathematical Selector
•

HEARING LENSES
EIGHT MAGNETIC AIR RECEIVERS
PLUS THREE MASTER BONE RECEIVERS

The-greatest PURI 01 ate &rattly toarrolled
eve to correct roar mdisidual hearing loss
Thousands upum Thousands Who Now Wear Acousticon Hearing Instruments
Owe Their Hasepiness to This Erclusive Acousticon Fitting Method -And They
near the

ACOUSTICON .5cOet-Pcitoct UNIPAC
The Arnezinsiens. mooring Instrument emit TIN EV011tt1 S TINIEST PATTER! (011111iNATION
1 he all in “int
;n•srii.ment -light slim. compact-a• eats to carry as a spectacle
ease Net sofprou erre/ that the acrid t,niest hatters combination generates hearing
psis eh thitfu iii amass sou Come iske-and-riear this remarkable ,nstrument for yourself'
0

ACOUSTICON
The World's Fero and O'de!, Allnutefturer ef Vectrifel Hearing Aids

We also have mirrors in stock

B Mand
jrone'i
Mrs H F Me LaughFranklin. of New
ii, and set
Orleans, left far their home today
fellowing a week's visit in the
home of Mr ind Mrs -C. L Shari borough.
Mrs.. Welter Taylor of-,-Wieshinet,in. D C. is the 1-10.5t at her
I :rather. Mrs E. S Diuguid. Ss •, (1'
I either 'relatives.
Misses Barhar , Ashcraft P. .•sEta: Hutson and Verona Smite.
• t acted the Ineetene. of the Methee
anterenediate. Groups which
was held last week at Camp Lee
lei 'Joy 1 Cha- kasaw Park T., •
.1414
R..bMe Lau &arras
are tinting
Maeras R
•
tikes and •frierals in Para:.
the week riey have planned -ea\ sera a a. '
.!
3l it' lake
.
t • sr: of
stk

BOB'S SERVICE
STATION
NOTICE
Lilburn Hale now has
full charge of all
repair work
I
invites all his friends
to bring their car I
troubles. to him
•
All Work Guaranteed
•
BOB'S SERVICE
STATION

MEI

1

VENETIAN BLINDS
Full stock in
Aluminum and Steel Only
Our WALLPAPER Stock is
Complete
Come in today and make your
selection

PAINT
The Paint situation is better
We have
Enamel and Floor Paint

*Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.
"Modern. Reliable, 1..-xper:ienced"
.107 N. 5th St., Phone 323°
Solon Shackelford. Owner

. Almo Heights: Ky.
aa•

•

_
.
-a=nanaite
•

•

••••

•

-•
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Stars to a 15-0 victory in a complete shut-out game played. here
Friday night with a .team from '
Mayfield.
iContinued from Page 1)
The revival meeting at New
by Mrs. A. L. Baxzell
Only in the fifth inning was
Providence Church of Christ closed
Wess Duran visited Mr. and Mrs.
Manager Charlie Gibbs. the Vets
Sunday: Bro. Boone abOuthitt did
Allen Pageone day the past week.
took vengeanc,.., by tallying three Brooks in trouble. The bases were
the preaching and Bro. Will Harris
Mrs. Nannie Pullen remains ill.
time in the fourth to take a 6-4 loaded when J. Shelton and Cash
directed the 'singing.
Five were
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lamb, Dan
lead. Lynn Grove collected two got- on by errors and Rowland
added- to the church roll.
runs in the fifth when J. Crouch was the recipient of a free pass and W. C. Lamb. spent one night
Locust Grove Baptist' meeting
singled and
was scored on F. to first on 4 balls. Brooks then with Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
is in progress this week.
Pogue's homer to make the score turned in his best strike-out per- Lamb the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Johnson have
Mrs. Alvis Jones and
read 7-8, Ordway. Neither team formance of the evening by strikothers
returned from a visit with their
Bozwortja, Bogard and -visited relatives in Paducah
was able to tally in the sixth but ing out
one
children near Cuba.
the teams each scared a run in the Simmons in succession to end the 'day the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Storn purMiss Opal Snow has returned
reventh to wind up the tilt with scoring threat.
chased a new refrigerator last
Miller. Veal and Pearce hit for from a Mayfield hospital and is
Ordway leading 8-7.
week.
The highlight of the game came the circuit in the first inning as improving.
Bobby Dale Spiceland is in a
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Williams and
in the second stanza.. when Lynn Murray built up a 6-0 lead. Again
Mayfield hospital, following an acGrove played heads up ball to in the second frame Miller found family and Mrs. Catherine ,Patton
cident to his eye by ajimb hittirrg
force out two men at the plate. the offerings of Baldree to his lilt- were callers of Mr. and Mrs. Jenhim. We hope the best of luck
ing
and
smashed
out
another
nings
Turner
home
last
week.
Ordway had 7 men on base in the
for him.
run.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Revel
Haneline
o and
inning but was able to tally only
Miss Jean Wisehart and Mrs.
Fur Mayfield, Bogard relieved daughter, Nancy Jane, spent Sun1 score,
Maude Grogan visited Mr. and
day with Mr. and Mrs. Luther McBaldree
on
the
mound
and
held
Friday, July 19
Mrs. Wm. Grubbs last week and
Clain.
Murray All-Stars 15, Mayfield 0 the Murrayans to 3 runs for the
attended church sl.rvices.
Mris. Darrell Hargrove returned
remaining 3 innings.
Miss Jean Wisehart was SaturWith splendid backing, Billy
The local outfit collected 11 hits home Saturday from a Mayfield
day night supper guest of Dot
hospital and is improved.
Brooks pitched the Murray All during the evening.
Linville.
Mrs. Ethel Stone spent Saturday
-- Leola Stom and Joan Giles-visitnight in the home of Mrs. Nannie
ed Dot Farris and Norma SimPullen.
mons .Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Smith
Mrs. .Ethel Harmon,. Mrs. Ruth
and Mrs. Esther Smith were SunHughes and Petsy spent Friday
day visitors, of Mr. and Mrs. Ira
with Mrs. 'Annie Harmon and
Smith and family.
James Lee.
p•ODUc,
Saturday. July
27, is annual
co••••••710111
Miss Violetta Vick visited Miss
eraveyard day at Bazzell cemetery.
.•••• Ku.
Bobby Henry at her grandparents
Bro. H. P. Blankenship will preach
Pretty girls are indispensable adjuncts to any circus and above members Mr. and Mrs. Tom Linville, last
at 11 a.m.
of the Aerial Ballet, one of the many features with the Bailey Brothers week.
Bro. and bets. Perry Cotham and
Circus are not only pretty, but expert aerialists.
Misses Sue Miller and Dot Linfamily are al home.
ville were Thursday night supper
Intrepid aerial artists, equilbWith animal display unparalleled,
The New Vacol Model "D" "Invisible"
guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
rists and gymnasts" who scoff at sensat'orisl animal acts take on a Spiceland
Combination.Storm and Screen Window!
and family.
the laws of gravity anddauntlessly_ renewed appeal and fresh modern
Mr. and Mrs. Alvie Grubbs were
It is Tomorrow's Improvement Today!
dare disaster, lovely bespangled la- point of view. Abounding with Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
It contains 12 distinct improvements over our wardies and joyful, jesting clowns, gor- novel innovations and clever sur- Mrs. Clovis Grubbs and son and
time "Victory' Model ol which many thousands are
First
Lieutenant
Ro
rt
James
in use and giving the ultimate in satistactioft today.
geoua pageantry, riotous colors, prise acts, set to music in modern Mrs. May Grubbs. Mr. and Mrs.
Stubblefield.
Medical
Corps, 604 pulse-quickenin
C... their trod lb
g music, peanuts, manner, the star-studded show is D. B. Grubbs were afternoon cullIn that wonderful postwar horns you are planning
SAVED
West Main treet.
urray, who popcorn
and cotton candy. These fast moving and pleases whether
to hay* every comfort and convenience—a glamorrecently co •lete
his interqship
are some of the perennial allure-- one is 6 or 60.
ous bath room, a streamlined kitchen of chrounder the Ar y
cialized Trainmium and plastic replete with automatic equipments of Circus Day which Amer/.
Providing additional thrills are
log Program h
reported
to
the
ment—a lovely living room with a new FM Radio
ca's Grand Old Show will bring to The Riding Rudynoffs. Miss Dolly
Veterans
Ad
nistration
Hospital
with Television!
You deserve them and you
at Lexington, Ky.. Dr. F. M. Cook, Murray Wednesday, July 31. at the Jacobs, world renowned Lady Anishould have them—but FIRST
manager for the hospital, an- Skating Rink grounds on West mal Trainer, Captain Engerer, batMain Street.
tling a cage full of black 'maned'
nuunced
today.
Make Your Home COMFORTABLE NOW
They are the unfailing elements Nubian lions, Henderson Trio, La
Under a program worked out
With Vacol NEW Combination
jointly bY the Army, Navy and the which have made the circus. the, Bohd Troupe, not to mention the
Storm and Screen Windows!
Veterans Administration, approiti- favored of outdoor amusements for clowns:. three- herds of elephants.
mately 1,250 physicians are being generations. Bailey Brothers have and countless other displays of
Vacol Windows are a permanent installation.
assigned to Veterans Hospitals to been doing so for three of them. choice circus talent.
They do away with climbing ladders outside to
-fulfill their obligations for two This grand old show has lined up
hang, remove, and store old-fashioned unwieldy
Performances are scheduled for
ye-Sirs of military duty after com- for tiltts season some- ot The out- 3:00 and 8:00 pria with doors to
frames. Sashes slid* on weather-strip. All sashes
Perhaps )ou have put off .15.0
pleting their internships.
easily removed and changed and cleaned from instanding attractions .of the world.
open one hour earlier.
long -the purchase of. monument
side. Easily controlled ventilation. Storm sash in
Lt. Stubblefield has been assignor marker for your loved one.
• .'
winter will save more than half the heat lost
ed to duty at the Lexington VetEl•ramiliht
I.
you
stould
come
to
the
AAA
Ofthrough
single
window--gives
you a cleaner and
•I • I
Now is the time to pay your debt to
erans Hospital along with sixteen
r
More
fice and get your order...The Soil
••••d•rt •
Id • r •
warmer home with more even temperallure on
other Army doctors. - Four Navy
the memory of those who meant
C••••is•r•r•• Dot Improvement Association is in a
Lae looking'
much less fuel.
physicians have been assigned and
eis much to you but are no longer
position to furnish an abundant
will report for duty this week, Dr.
here. May we help you in rix-iTnE
supply
of
lime
and now have
BY Q. D. WILSON
Cook said.
Install the NEW Vacol Postwar Window Now! Comfort First
your choice of • Sirlett bUILD
trucks that are equipped to spread
While serving their tw6 years,
Barre Granite memorial?
Phone us for a Demonstration and FREE Estimate NOW
the, material. The extra charge
the ,doctors will be on military Subject: Peaches Plentiful. Waste
for spreading will be 60 cents a
duty, having been commissioned
Possible
ten. They can give immediate deeither First Lieutenants int, the
302 South Sixth Street
immediate and sustained livery and we are suggesting that
The
Phone 99-R
Army or Lieutenants )j.g.) in the
help of every homemaker and the if you will be needing any 'lime East Maple St., Near Depot
Murray, Ky.
Navy.
operator of every public -eating soon, you should place your 'order. Phone 121
Murray, Ky.
place is needed to help avert possi ble food waste_cie peaenes_ly
Royse. director. of the Eiejel
rvice Branch. Production and
irketing Adrninistration. declared
-lay in spotlighting "the second
rgest peach crop in America
story.This year's peach crop, he said..1
estimated at 81.085,000 bushels,
which 22.7211.000 bushels will
meT-om nine southeastern stabs,
linded by and including Missisppi.
Tennessee, Kentucky and
.rginia. The southeastern crop,
said is nearly 59 per cen; gr
• than the 10-yeer 01935-441 aver
!e. and second only to last year
1 time record-breaker. 23.666.000
ishels. Royse. appealed to hous,.yes to, give fresh peaches a fa \
ed spot in their meal-planning
iring the period of abundance spected to continue through early
igust and to include ,peaches
ai in their summer canning plans.
fe called on restaurant and hotel
.erators to It ature peaches, in the
,nning of salads .and desert,

VETS TOP ORDWAY

Coldwater News

BAILEY BROTHERS CIRCUS IMPARTS
NEW LIFE TO OLD TIME THRILLS

Murray Route V

1 ers.Mrs.

Kelzie Mofield and nephew, and
Odell King and children, M r. and Mrs. Ray Mofield were
Mi.s. Ella Evans, Mrs, Moela Fitts Sunday dinner guests.
were Friclery night supper guests
We had a nice rain Sunday anti*.
pf, Mr. and -Mrs. Almous Steele and the crops-are growing nicely.
Bob and atrecrided church at New
Providence,
'PALESTINE ,METHODIST
Mrs. Ethel Harmon. Mrs. Della
CHURCH REVIVAL
Taylor and Dwayn, Mrs. Bernice
McElwayn were Friday callers of
The Palestine Methodist church
_Mr. and Mrs. Geo.'-Linville. Bro. will hold a revival meeting July
Douthitt and Bro. Harris were 28-August 4. Rev. H P Blankendinner gests. Mr. and Mrs. J. W. ship, Kirksey, will do the preachSalmon and John were guests Sat- ing.
urday night and Mr arid Mrs
Henry 4rnith. Pastor

-.0-

LIMESTONE

CONCRETE BLOCKS

loproventent
pest Hootean Have.
he
I postwar
IT Ave
Awe
ur
Yo
,GW Noly

•

•

• Laboratory Tested

Lt. Stubblefield Is
. ,
With Vets riospAtai

• Power Tamped
• Balanced Mixture
• Properly Cured

ave you...
ORGOTTEN

• Reasonably Priced
—4-Locally Produced

WE DELIVER

A.A.A. NOTES

•

L. E. HUGHES

Geurin Concrete Products

Murray Marble Wks.

SUMMER WHITES .. Sale!

Telephone 324

East Highway

L,

NOTICE!

41

Murray Is To Have A

• $3.49 and $3.98 All White
• and BROWN and WHITE
• SLING PUMPS
• and SPECTATORS

Sanitary Garbage Disposal System
A franchise has been granted the undersigned for this system and with your,
cooperation it will become a reality.

Wel:

am-

•

0
Subject:

Conservation Materials-.
1.ime and Phosphate

lifere's a summer sale that
you can't afford to miss!
Such bargains that it would
be a shame to let them go
to waste! Spectators and
sling pump. in brown and
white or solid white . . .
Smooth finish white elk
trimmed with tan saddle
leather and solid leather
soles end heels with medium or low heels. Only
▪ three
styles but each one a popular style. Sizes 4 to 9.

CLotiatUltStores
Aiiiramormor.mmraimr.
I)

Monthly Rate $1.50
Yearly Rate $12.00

Wheal Insurance

If you have not paid your wheat
-urance premium you should do
immediately as Interest starts
) months
after maturity date
eich was June 30
-nkleet: Daley Feed Payments
To receive subsidy for milk and
cream that was sold during the
months of April. May and June
evidence must he submitted before
August 31.

The dealers now have -an adequate supply of phosphate. If you
have not used your soil building
allowance and will be needing
phosphate to spread on fall seeding

Pickups will be made twice a week. All refuse in containers will be accepted.
An easy way to rid yourself of unsightly and unhealthy garbage.
145.w.aztAxukk

uk 2.47 Avz g

/ A/4

NA

Name

Watch Your
Kidneys!
Help Them Cleaner the Mood
of Harmful Body Waste
Your kidneys are constantly filtering
*taste matter from the blond stream. But
kidneys sometimes lag in their work- do
not act as Nature intended-- fail to remove impurities that, if 'retained, may
poison thasyatem and upset the whole
body arikhinery
Symptoms may be nagging b•ck•che,
persistent headache, attacks of dizziness.
getting up nights, swelling, puffin..
under the eyes -•• feeling of nervous
anxiety and loas
and strength.
tither signs of kidn
or bladder di.order are sometimes
b
scanty or
oftlirning.
toivirequeht urination.
There shnuld be no donbt that prompt
treatment is wiser thar neglect. Use
Podn's Pills. thou,', have been winning
new friends for more thati forty years.
They have a nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by grateful people the
et urlf,.

-1•4

Telephone No.
I am interested in the Garbage Disposal System on:
YEARLY TERMS

fl

MONTHLY TERMS

L

HMViffitnrAIR1

MIN,trtMirITMTV?1 i)71

Murray Sanitation & Disposal System

neighbor!
ye,ur,

OAN'S PILLS

liGORY HYDE414.
'
A. G

' CARL E. VINCENT
smom*:—

•

v

-1rewesiesetafeartewigareasseradiewseilaereras

If you are interested, please
fill out coupon and mail to Box
489, or call 129-W between
hours of 1:30 and 7:00 P. M.

Address

ettereareaksa,-..„...t...
••••-••••:.
_ .

.

•

_a

•

•
•

•

•
•

COPY F\14DIED

g

ri,ss ft/4

•

•
•••••••••••..

•

/

(

•

•
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POLIO CASES MORE NUMFROUS IN U. S. THAN ANY
YEAR SINCE 1934: EPIDEMIC IN ONLY FOUR STATES
•

WASHINGTON - July 23-Infan- has the total to July 13 been so
tile peralysis"47:ases have been ' high.More numerous so far. this year
"The nuraier of ;cas is still gothin for any comparable period ing up as indicated by week-toPublic
Health
since 1e43. but U. S.
week figures. but there art- some
Service Official's off: red hone to- grounds for hope that the Current
day that the outbreaks would not figures V. ill eventually .drop below
develop into a major •epidemic.
those of 1944 which was classed as
The outbreak can be classed as a major epidemic yeaca: said a
epidemic only in certain areas of health authority.
'Iii 1944 there were 19.029 cases-four states. Those states are Florida..Texes. Alabama end Colorado. second only to the all-time.record
More than half the ciaVi`!S have Oe- of 27.363 in 1916.
For the week ended July 13. 428
currod in Denver
Up to July 13 there7 %%ere 2,596 new cables, were reported to the
eases througheut the country. corn- I health service, compared with 311
pared with 1.679 fie the same in the preceding week
Texas had.- 54 new east-9. corm
ps reel last year. 1 752 le 1944 aiid
jaared with_adlefor. the preceding
et§.16 in 1943.
Not since 1934 when the total %veva California's increaeed from
for a comparable . period was 2.695 17 to 25: Colorado's from 22 to 31.

Saturday and
Sunday

CAPITOL
Guns Roared
Amid Thundering
Hoofs as the
law aod a
WILD HORSE

Conservation:
Hal *E.:
Sight
Houston. chairman. H. B. Bailey.
Jr. Robert Barnwell. Clyde Jones,
Softball: C_ L Vaughn. chairman. Carlisle Cutehir.. aler. Jeffrey. Gordon Sanders. Torn Moore
Williams
Irterclub Relations. W B Davia.t
chairman. Wesley Wakirop. Mae
Churchill. C V Faemer
Community Projects and Betterment: H L Tucker. chairman.
B Tolley. Elliott Wear. 0 ES
Fifteen farmers and 4-H club Beene. R. D
Langston. Frank
bey% have entered the cart, derto Sykes
as Hardin county
W Z. CarGeneral Education
ter, chairman Fred Gillett& 'Hall,
Kingins. Oliver C MeLemore. Wra.
J Parket.'
Calling-. Noel Melugin. cha.:
elan. C F. McClain. Oda McDaniel.
Bruce Maddox. Joseph Miles.
Lester° Nanney.
Citizenship:
chairman. L. E Owen. Voris Wells.
Gen 0 W.-.t. Wilburn E Moore.

BOB STEELE
S1ER1114 HOLLOWAY
"1
JOHN MILIAN -`k
— Also —
MAW HAMM
-THE SCARLET
11161111A NAPLES
HORSEMAN" No. -12
and CARTOON
I FRANCIS FORD

r'

ate

•

r

19 Games Carded
For Murray State
College Netters

THURE

Mrs. Gurtie Grubbs *ere dinner

Nlevarearlail

Monday.
Those taking part an the program were: Mrs Matthew Russell,
Airs. W B letilstead, Mrs. Lottie
Wiley, Mrs. Nottie Miller. Mrs.
Mary Turnbow. and Mrs. Stella
Neely.
Mrs. Paul Dailey. president, was
in charge
Mrs. Wm. Hull and daughter,
Miss Anne, of Louisiana, are guests
of Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry West and
Miss Marelle Orr were in Memphis Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Toni Turnfiow and
little son of Mayfield visited their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow Suridlly.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Orr ot Memphis, Tenn . were in Hazel over
the vet ek -end visiting their parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. Curd.
Mr and Mrs. John Ed Scott were
guests of the Curd family Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. Rose Outland and Miss Monelle McLeod were in Murray
Monday visiting friends.
Mr. and Mrs. C C. Walker and
family and Miss Maud Walker and

guests of Mr. and We. Muncie
Steely, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Russell
were in Murray Saturday afters
noon.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Humphreys
and family of Murray, spent Sunday afternoon with Mrs. Lela Wilson,
Mrs. Sallie St. John and little
niece of Murray visited Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Gibbons, Sunday.
Miss Edith Winchester is confined to her room from a tonsil
operation.
Mr. -and Mrs. 0. T. Weatherford
Sunday
were
Puryear visitors
afternoon.
Mrs. Paul Dailey, Mrs. Robbie
Milstead, Mrs. Neely, Mrs. Olga
Paschall, Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow,
Mrs. Ola Joyce, Mrs. Grace Wilson, Mrs. Notie Miller and Mrs.
Lottie Bucy attended the Womaxes
Missionary meeting at New Zion
Baptist church Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Edward Hull
of Louisiana were here over the
week-end visiting his uncle and
aunt, Mr. and Mrs. 0 B. Turnbow,
and family.

*SINGER
resentati
Murray
FIREST(
SUPPLY
pod to r
Free esti
guarantei
iously wi
ptly. Fo

4

D.D.T. SE
and Sam
T. expel:mu
barn alit
flies, ince
lug ltisec
loway Cc
your busJ
•-•cher)
182-W.
e WANTEDWe will
tresses a
Paris Ma
938 E. Wa
Phone 971

••

KEEP COOL AT THE

HAZEL NEWS

Mlle Martha Jean Jackson spent
st week with Mr and Mrs Altey
J.4t.TOn and Mrs Lodena Jackson
and daughters of Paris
Mr and Mrs Gilbert Sanders
and daughters. Louise and Dorothy
and Mun Katherine Jean Sanders
01,,pped at Dover. Tenn . Saturday
Mr and Mrs David Upchurch
ad children and Mr and Mrs Tom
\ aughn attended church at Point
!vacant Baptist Church Saturday
eht
Mr and Mrs Herbert Alton and
„Idren spent Saturday night with
and Mrs. RtApert Sanders and
eighters. Catherine Jean and atacted the ice cream supper at
'-..chanan
Mr and Mrs Prentice- Rebinson
a sister the former Mies Beadle
binson and family. ,4 Chicago
e visiting relatives here
Mrs Wilburn Clay-ton and ems
.ent Fridaaewith Mrs Herbert Al-Brownie
ei and ctuldren

tusTimuctivirror

•

Colorado has had 135 cases so far
this year. and 70 of them, with six
deaths, have occurred In Denver.
Florida. second hardest hit state
so far this year. showed a drop
from 32 to 24 in its "nee case
ratea week.
On the other hand. Minneeota's
new cases increased from 20 to 40
in a single week.
The (Mewing states have had
more than - 100 cases so far this
year, ifigures for the comparable
period a year ago are in parentheses.)
Texas 391 i357i: Florida 338 1301:
California 261 .1381: Alabama 136
1 731: Colorado 135 i91, New York
128 #2571: Loutseana 104 tet: and
Illinois 102 132a
The state of Washington had 63
cases this year through July 13,
compared with 35 for the same
period last year.
New England has had eery few
cases. with Rhode Island having
no cases Nevada has had no cases
Delaware and Idaho have
either
had one each: Wyoming has had
. outh
two; West Virginia nine. and S
Carolina 14.
In 1944. North Carolina. Kentucky. New York. Illinois and Ohio
were the hardest hit.
So far this year', North Carolina
has had only 38 cases, Kentucky
29 and Ohio GO.

Buchanan News

ER0416111 PØJE MID
ORDER TON DOISf

Jan .10 -Morehead State at Morehead. Ky.
Jail
13-DePaul
University of
Chicago at Paducah
Jan. 18-Indiana State at Murray
Jan. 20- Eastern Kentucky at MurA film. "Mosquito Control-, was
ray
ahown to the Lions Club Tuesday
Nineteen games have been book- Jan, 23_ Evansville College at Evevening by Lion W. B. Moser.
ansville. Ind.
Tom Rowlett gave his services as ed foe the varsity basketball squad Jae, 25 -Tennessee Tech at Cookeof
Murray
State
College
'for
the
the projectionist for the screening
ville, Tenn.
of this instructive picture dealing 1946-47 season. Head Coach John Jan. 28--University of Louisville at
E
announced
today.
with the contrOl of the malaria moMurray
Seven basketball lettermen of
squito.
Feb. I-Western Kentucky at Bowformer years_ three from last seaVisitors of the club for the evenling Green, Ky.
sot% are included among the prosing were Torn Rowlett. Matean McFeb. 3e-Morehead State at Murray
for the coming year, accordpects
Cuiston, Guntersville, Ale., Pat
Feb. 8
--Western
Kentucky
at
ing to Miller. John Padgett. HarBlalock, Kenneth Stringer. Dan'Murray
and John Reagan. Bismarck.
din,
ville, Raymond Pearson. Jackson-1
Feb. 11-Southeast Missouri at
Mo who lettered lailt year will be
ville. Fla. Cape Girardeau, Mo.
back for basketball this season.
The club will convey a message
Feb. 15-Tennessee Tech at MurMcDaniel,
Dale
South Bend. Ind..
to the Fiscal Court asking that it
ray
lettered in basketball and football
reconsider its recent decision, to
Feb, 20, 21, 22—KIAC tournament
last season and is expected to be
omit appropriations for the county
at Louisville
out for both sports this year Letlibrary next year
ot tithe,
•
Lion Preeldeet R L. Wade' rip-" term,'"
-Yee" whe win bel SCANDALS
PRODUCER OUT
on the squad include Rex AlexPointed the following committer, to
ON BOND IN CALIFORNIA
ander. lisle:ye Joe Fulks. Kuttawa,
serve for the new year:
All American while playing for
Putnam?
Membership:
L. R_
San Diego, Cal., July 21-George
Murray. is returning after a specchairman, Lester Nanney. F. D.
White. 56, producer of Broadway's
tacular
performance
with
the
Mellen. Joseph Berry. Otto Swann. famous Pacific Coast Marines; and Hollywood's George White's
Finance: Z W. Riley, chairman,
Scandals was charged today with
Odell Philipe, Brookport, Ill. and
negligent
' homicide and hit-run
011ie Barnett. Wesley Waldrop
Wid Eljison. Corbin_
Initiation: Donald Snyder. chairdriving ..s the result of an acciJack Hopgood. Morganfteld. who dent in which a 42-year-old man
man. Robert Moyer, James Rudy
911britten. Paul Gargus. Glen Jef- attended Murray in 1943. is also and his 18-year-old bride were
expeeted to be a candidate for the katee.
frey.
Flower: Dewey Ragsdale. chair- squad ' Harry McGrath, football
Harry E. letterman from Pontiac. Mich:. is
man. W. B Gilbert.
Irk.'wise lined for the varsity rosJenkins, Solon Shaekelford
Miller expects to commence
--oBye and Girls: C R MeGavern. ter
basketball practice .eNovember 4.
Will Frank Steely Uonored
chairman; W G. Miller, Veete/lOrr.
He said he would possibly add
The Young Peoples Union of the
Waylon Rayburn. Robert Smith.
games with Marshall' College of Hazel Baptist church honored Will
Music: Richard Farrell.. chairHuntington. W Va. and
Delta jrank Steely with a returning serman. Vcster Orr_ Charles RobertState of Cleveland. Miss.
viceman weiner roast at Higgins
son
Boat dock Thursday evening
The schedule:
Program: Robert Highfill. chairThose present were Mr. and Mrs
man. C. R McGavern, W Z. Car- 1944
Dec 3.--Arkansas State of Jones- William C. Miller, Misses Essie
ter. Robt Moyer, Donald Scott.
Bailey. Betty Mason. Gwynn Daiboro. Ark, at Murray
Johnston.
Attendance:
R. A
chairmane011ie Barnett. T 0. Bau- Dec 7 Indiana State at Terre ley, Anne Hull of Shreveport. La.,
Mesers, Spud Bailey. Bobby LassHaute. Ind
cum. Braelbure Hale. Shelby HadDec 10-Southeast Missouri of iter.-Fred Paschall. Jr. and J. 114
den
Cope_ Girardeau. Mo. .at Murray Overcast,
Publicity
Ralph Wear. chairman. James Shelton. A. J. Kipp. Dec 14-_Arkansas State at Jonesmaze! WKS Meets
boro. Ark
George Robert Willem
The Woman's Missionary Society
Constitution and By-Laws: Way- Dec 18-University. of Louisville
of Hazel Baptist church met last
at Louisville
Ion Rayburn. chairman. Elliott
Wednesday at the church for ita
Wear. Hiram I, Tucker, Will H. 1947
'Ian --4=tra1iSt'ttte College aetaLrie- regular-' July meeting with ea ,
Whitnell.
Grace Wilson 'leading the
anseitle. Ind. at Murray
Education: Samuel C. McKee. chairman. W. B Tolley. A. J. Jan 9 Eastern Kentucky at Rich- gram.
Mrs. A H McLeod was in Paris
mond Ky
Russell.

imMosquito Control"
Film Shown To Lions
Club Tuesday Night
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Blood River News
Clifton Mitchell is employed at
a/edge Motor Company in Detroit
Mr- Myrtle Cassey of Nashville.
Tenr purchased an old fashioned i
Mut from Mrs Louise llititchellr-'hat belonged to Mies Pat Witherpot-n, deceased
Witherspoon
and
Ada
Mrs
4ughter Mr, Leena: Mitchell were
: *he pax/ week
Elmus Mitchell's conliten was
or-e the pa-t week and Dr. Hale
.eaa -memo:led •Mr Mitchell has
,een in declining health feu sev,•ral years
Mr end Mr, Guthrie Osbron
ear Providence visited Mr- Os'n. parents. Mr and Mrs El,rus, Mitt
-he 11 and daughter. Mary.
'ale:pare- week-end
Mies Dnrthp Nell Jone:e.i nf
;rand,- City. III. wii5 married re• eintly to a Tenneseeen Miss Joere
IWestern
pends a two weeks:: vacation y
..lativ.s of ligacr.dOnia eaeh
eier
Ole Maid

110 Noirt

...we'll take you -to your farm on the highway
to the center of town
economically
comfortably
on time
safely .

•

Rehabilitate
Your Home!

Kentucky Stagets

SUNDAY and MONDAY

•

HE LENDS HER

CITY TAXES

KEEP YOUR HOME IN TIP-TOP CONDITION
Loans Are Available to Make Improvements For
Better Living

• DIP(' • I_

ALSO:

For 1946

API ii •00
,
04.••., k
pa

15(5

i•

Fox !News

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

COME IN FOR FULL DETAILS
COLUMBIA PICTURES
•,•••••'s

NOW DUE

Our Friendly Loan Service Will Meet With Your
COMPLETE SATISFACTION

THE WAILS
!MI
101111/1/5
DOWN

AND ARE

READY FOR COLLECTION

1
BANK of MURRAY 1

• BORHO
FROM
YOUR
BANK
•

Member

THESE TAXES MUST BE PAID BY OCTOBER 31
CHAS„ B. GROGAN
City Colketor

1

FDIC

YIP
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2\etia e tee
soce..,et
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FOR SALE-Ripe tomatoes, 50c a
bushel, you pick *them. Bring
2c per word, minimum charge
containers-Lamar'Hendon. Tele35c for 17 wards. Terms cash in
lp
CUT FLOWERS. CORSAGES and phone 739-MI
LOST-Small black female cocker
advance for each insertion.
FUNERAL DESIGNS-Huie Flow•
spaniel; answers to name "Sissy.'
FOR
SALEMiles
Tamper
Block
er Shop, South 15th Street. Phone
Lost in vicinity of Woman's Club
Machine,
See
Fitts Block and
479.
Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oklaho- from
House.
Reward. Call Pat Wallis.
face, arms, and legs by the
Tile Co.
lc
ma, Pennsylvania, Texas, West modern
Phone 549-W.
lc
method of Electrolysis 'FOR
SALE--AKC
registered
ColVirginia, District of Columbia and approved by
physicians. This
SALE
-A
bassinette
bed,
by
lie pups, pedigreed stock, tricolors
Deleware. Call 861 Daytime, 966 at method is permanent
LOST-Bill fold. Red leather zipa n d pain*SINGER SEWING MACH1gTE rep- night,'
30 inchts. Phone 747-W.
4
lc
Paris, Tenn.
Sept 46 less. Cyrene Williams, R.N., Phone and sables--Fred Wheeler, 1 mile
resentative of Paducah will be in
per coin purse. Believed to have
east of Cuba, Mayfield R. 1. J25p
- --Murray each'Thursday at the
FOR SALE-Six-room brick house, been lost near Ice Plant. IdentifiS28
INCREASE YOUR PROFITS WITH 162-W
FIRESTONE HOME AND AUTO HELM'
near College and City Park; full cation on inside. Call 207.
lp
§ .APPROVED CHICKS. CONSTRUCTION Work with
bull- FOR SALE-Charter Oak coal size basement that does not leak;
SUPPLY STORE. We are equip- Officially
pullorum
controlled- dozer, road work, basement dig- heater, complete with base, and
ped to repair any make machine. Holder
Jour world records- Of- ging, pond digging. Ten years ex- asbestos mat; size No. 19; only shower in basement; electric hot LOST-White plastic bag. at City
Free estimates given; all work ficial
records)ver 300 eggs. Free perience. Call 736-R2-Orby Wil- used part of last winter. Excel- water heater. Bath on first floor; Park Thursday, July 18. Finder
guaranteed. All calls made prevbuilt-in cabinets; select hardwood return to Mrs. R. H. Thurman,
Brooding Bull tin - 100 pet cent liams, Rt. 3, Murray.
J259. lent condition. See it at Ledger floors throughout. Best buy
iously will be taken care of prom- live
in 1108 W. Poplar, phone 786-J.
lp
arrival, postpaid - HELM'S
& Times.
J25 town. Quick possession.
ptry. For service call 135.
tf CHICKS, Padtwah, Ky..
Private
020-46p
owner. Cash or terms. Phone 34-J
ATT-Complete set of butch- -W. R. Hill.
F0/11D.O.T. SERVICE-Walter Williams
A8c
er
8x10
shop
fixtures.
walk-in
Kelley
Sam
and
are equipped and
Marriage licenses issued in .the
NOTICE-In
aecordance
Murray
with Ken- cooling box and compressor; 10- FOR SALE-1935 Chevrolet Standexperienced in spraying house,
Marble a/ Granite Works,
barn and other outbuildings for East Maple St., near Depot. Tele- tucky Statutes, Sections 25.195 and foot McCray case; scales; two ard. Good tires and body. Up- Count; Court Clerk's office re25.200: Notice is hereby given that blocks;
slicer; sausage mill-Ray- 'bolstering in fair condition. See cently are as follows;
flies, mosquitoes and other annoy- phone 121. Porter White and L D.
a report of Albert Champion, setJames Hale, Route 6, and Chrismond
Wilson
Grocery, Phone 23, Porter Holland, S. 14th St.
ing insects. We are living in Cal- Outland, Managers.
lp tine Garland,
tlement of accounts was on July 22,
Star Route-July 13.
_
Paris, Tenn.
Alc
loway County and will appreciate
1946,
filed
by
Osro
Butterworth,
STREAMLINED WRECKER SERWillie Ovid Suiter, Kirksey, and
FOR SALE- Oak lumber, cut and
acim., and that the same has been
your business. Phone Murray HatVICE. New equipment, 24-hour,
,.
approved by the Calloway County FOR SALE-House and 4 acres; stacked, different sizes - E. P. Roberta Crouse, Route 2-July 19.
-cherg7-336-.1, or Walter Williams,
fast, dependable Wrecker Service. Court and ordered
Hubert Evans, Paris, Tenn., and
filed to lie over lights, water, complete bath; elec- Heater, quarter mile west of F.ive
162-W.
CU Charges reasonable.
Day phone for exceptions. Any person desir- tric hot water heater; oil furnace. Points on Coldwater Road. 'Phone Mrs. Elsie Ann Tayloe--July 19.
William Barnes Atchison, Paris.
, WANTED- Mattresses to rebuild. 97. Night phone 424-Porter Mo- ing to file any exception thereto Double garage. chicken house; new
108-5W.
lp
2, furniture, electric stove and reTenn., and Miss Dorothy Louise
We will pick up your old mat- tory Company, Chevrolet Sales and will do so on or before August
it 1946, or be forever barred. Witness frigerator; also
tresses end make them new. - Service.
welding shop FOR SALE-Electric drink boxes, Paschall, Paris, Tenn-July 19.
my hand this 22nd day of July, 1946.
He,nry 'E. Holton, Murray, and
equipment; 5 miles west on Lynn new, 6 1-2 case dry box with 7
Paris Mattress Co., G. S. Jackson,
By
'Lester
Nanny,
County
'Court
ATTENTI
ON
....(FARMERS &
Grove Highway.
336 E. Washington St., Paris, Tenn.
Alp cubic feet meat and food refriger- Miss Marie Ingram, Murray-July
Clerk,
Calloway
County,
Ky.
A8c
'N
-Dead
horses,
STOCK N
ator built in - E. S. Diuguid dc 20.
Phone 979-W, day phone 3
cows and h s removed promptly,
FOR SALE-Practically new Inter- Co.
lc
SETTLEMEN
T
NOTICE
free
of char4e in steel bed trucks.
REFRIGERATOR SERVICE
CARD OF THANKS
national end gate lime %reader
Anyone holding cia:ms against
Call collect. Phone 591--Mr. Eire
FOR
-Baby
SALE
furniture-Fu
ll
-Also-See Max B. Hurt.
Al9c
appreciate the donadeeply
We
Vance, Murtay, y., agent for Ky. the estate of R. 0. Clark, deceased,
size cribs With metal springs, tions
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
to Harry Coles and family.
please
file
same,
properly
FOR
proven,
SALE
Animal
Rubber
tire
wagon,
By-Products
$1240;
all-metal
Co.
strollers. $5.95; We thank Martins Chapel Church.
tf
REPAIRED
•
with J. M Marshall, Adm., before
and milk cow-H. E. Wofford, Rt. play pens, all oak construction
WASHING MACHINES
also Green Plains Church. - neighPOST WAR. As soon n3 available Aug. 24, 1946.
2,
3
,
miles
west
A8c
of Murray on Otis with removable Root. $8.95 value
•
bors and friends. May God bless
we will have a complete line of
Magness farm.
lp for $5.95: Simmons innerspring
HOUSE WIRING
each and eve
one is our prayer.
Westinghouse Electrical Appliance,
crib mattress - E. S. Diuguid & -Mr. and M
•
arry Coles; Mr.
also complete line of Gas applianWATER HEATER AND TANK for
Co.
lc and Mrs. Geor
BARNETT ELECTRICAL At
ces to be used with Shellane Botsale; 2-burner kerosene Florence
essi •
REFRIGERATION SERVICE
tled Gas. Purdom Hardware, North WANTED TO
with coils, and 30-gallon tank one FOR SALE-Porch and lawn furniBUY - I will buy
CARD OF THANKS
5th Street.
104 N. 13th St.
year old - Cleatus McDaniel at ture, 3-piece set-2 chairs and setyour old antique oil lamps or will
We wish to express our appreciaPHONE 633
Jackson
Purchase
Oil
Co.
lp
tf
tee,
$11.93
per
set; glider of nicely
electrify them for you. Veterans
MEMORIALS
tion to our friends and neighbors
---------- finished oak, 3-place, $14.95; rockand their families living in trail- FOR
SALE- 4-eye Boss kerosene
during the illness and death oft al?
KEMP MOVING COMPANY op- ,Calloway County Monument Comerless
rocker
deck
chairs,
ers
and
small
heavy
houses
are
needing
pany,
Vester A. Orr, sales manastove with oven. -Call 402.
lc
mother, Mrs. S. A. Cunningham.
erates in more than nalf of the
duck cover. $395-E. S. Diuguid
fans. If you have an old fan that
United States. Van Service. Op- ger. Phone 85. West Main Street
We appreciate the kind and com&
Co.
could
be
FOR
repaired
SALEle
40-gallon
and passed on
gas 'autoerates in Arkansas, Kentucky, Extended.
forting words brought to us by the
to them, call Hume Service Store, matic water heater; guaranteedfennessee, Georgia, Mississippi,
FOR SALE -Two nice young reg- Rev. B. B. Sawyer and the Rev
Harry Miller, phone 43.
FOR TRACTOR 'WORK, filling in 1212 W. Main St. Phone 588.
lc istered
tic
Alabama, North Carolina, South
Pointer dogs; two years T. H. Mullins. Jr.: the courtesy of
.4 basements,
-nee Taylor imCarolina, Missouri, Virginia, FlorFOR
-A.
SALE
Tractor,
C.
UC size, old, well started. Also one L. C. Max Churchill Funeral Home. and
plement
and
I
Seed
WANT
Co.
TO
BUY
typewriters, addlc
ida. Illinois, Indiana. Iowa. LouisSmith. double barrel bird „gun the floral offerings sent by our
2 sets of plows, disc harrow. Will
and 100 shells. J. M. Linn. Ale friends
lane.
-The Family.
Maryland, Michigan. New UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED ing machines, cash registers and
car
take
on
trade.
a
Craig
See
used office furniture. - Kirk A.
Bratton
at
W.
L.
Hart's.
Pool, 509 Main St, or
FOR SALE-Hot water heater with
IN MEMORY
phone
coal stove. Contact Long's Bak60.
FOR SALE-Utensil cabinet, on
In loving memory ot Peat Lay_ .
lc cox. who passed away March 16.
Bub Doratiespfarm. See Robert ery.
CUSTOM GRINDING and MIXING EVERY DAY
WANT TO BUY A PIANO, either
Downs.
1946. Days have gone, still we
lp
CARD OF THANKS
IN THE WEEK
an upright or small Grand. Give
•
miss, him. Some may think the
description and price by mad to FOR SALE - Tomatoes, ripe or
I wish to sincerely thank all my sorrow has healed, but little do
Let us grind and mix your home grown grains with our
Price Doyle, College Station, Mur- green, 75c per bushel, you pick beloved friends and relatives
for they know the sadness that lies
per cent Protein Supplement for good results it a reas- ray, Ky.
them; $1.00 per bushel when we their kind consideration to me
J25p
dur- withip our heart concealed. Days of
onable cost.
pick them. Two acres, take your ing the death and funeral of my sadness still hover
over us: tears in
We have a large capacity mill (with magnetic separa- WANTED-A 48-inch wide inner- choice. At Five Points- W. 0 husband. Jesse J. Stone, Also I silence ;Often flow. Love shall alspring mattress. Must be in good
Vaughn
John
and
Arnold.
tor for removing all foreign matter from your feed). Good
Phone deeply appreciate Bros. Blanken- ways keep him near us. though he
condition -Mrs. George Hart.
596-W.
lc ship and Jones for their cppseling left us four months ago. we are
experienced men to do your custom grinding and mixing.
words and the beautiful hyrims
WANTED TO BUY-Black walnut
PEACHES - Elbertas and Barbara Edwards, May God's by submissive to God's will. We know
ROSS' "STANDARD" BRAND'YEEDS ARE
or cherry lumber-any amount.
•
•
rich- He is too wise to make a mistake.
Belle of Georgia, now est blessings be with you all. Grategreen or dry.-E. F. Kirk; call 13
and too good to be unkind- His
ALWAYS HIGHEST QUALITY
ready.
Bring
your
baskets.
fully vours-Mre J. J. Stone.
or 113-J.
. wife, Flay
lc
20 per cent Laying

For Sale

CLASSIFIED ADS

Lost and Found

Services Offered

-4--

FOR

ao

Notices

'MONUMENTS

Marriage License

• Seal Beam Adapter Kits

$5.95

• Steering Wheel Spinners.
• Bath Room Accessories.
• Clothes Hampers.
• Picnic Ice Boxes
• All-Aluminum City Mail Boxes.
• Step-on Garbage Cans.
• Cannister Sets.
• Waste Paper Baskets.

$5.95

Protect firepient
.ents, Trucks, Machinery, Gat;

Wanted

Heavy Canvas Dyck

TARPAULINS

ii

7.93

1
2' x 10'
7/

06w ui.. f4o0•104•0••1• Low
•Wax Treated

•Grosere•ts Con'? Work Loose

Scientifically treated so every fiber is waterproof. Double
stitched seams. Steel spar grommets that stay put Finest
quality.

•

FZE D-.... FEED

Mash (Print Bags).
40 per cent Protein liPG UPPLEMLNT.
17 per cent Protein Hog rattener.
16 per cent Protein DAIRY RATION.

4

Miicellantous •

YOU CAN PAY MORE MONEY FOR FEED BUT YOU
CAN'T BUY A BETTER FEED THAN "STANDARD"
•
BRAN!) FEEDS

ROSS FEED COMPANY
Tel.

110 North Third Street

"SEE ROSS FOR SEED"
r...sr&•- j.'now,-4.4.• •Li • e

101

CORSAGES, CUT FLOWERS and
FUNERAL DESIGNS-Huie Flower Shop, South 15th St. Phone
479.

FOR SALE - New Simmons outdoor lounge. innerspring construction. See Laverne Wallis. lc

FULLER
535.

FOR SALE- Elbert* peaches now
ready. Bring sour egntainer and
save.-Shupe Nurseries. sedalia.
Ky.
lp

BRUSHES - Telephone
lp

ILL-CROP HARVESTER
•

Murray, Wed. July 31

....edRe4r4 es Rea

Skating Rink Grounds

• Your best insurance against los time
during harvest rush.kour 24-POIN1 INSPECTION an All-Crop Harvester repair service. Often we can detect Nip
parts in advance - save you a breakdown in the field.

Ales/

OUR TRAINED MECHANIC IS READ
TO GIVE YOUR ALL-CROP A

24-P0111T CHECH-UP
THAT COVERS THESE 10 ESSENTIALS

Our Mechanics Are Trained in
All-Crop Harvester School/
Conducted by the Allis-7
Chalmers Factory

2. Propeller Shaft

6. Straw Rack
7. Cleaning
Shoes

3. Master Safety
Clutch

8. Cylinder

4. Gear Box

9. Conveyors

5. Elevators

They thoroughly check every, vital
part- of your All-Crop harvester. We can
give your machine a complete rebuilding
service if needed. All replacement parts
are made in the same factory and to the
same specifications as the original.
s

Right now is the best time to have it
done. Schedule your All-Crop Harvester with us soon for a complete 24POINT INSPECTION and repair service.

10. Header
DEALER

TAYLOR MOTOR CO.

For Summer Comfort

LAWNI
CRAM
PAD k
2.29 ,

1.29

Cheery red and bright blue ‘.
simulated leather Well
filled for e-a-s y comfort.
For metal or Adirondack
type chairs..
•

Kill Those Bugs

2COMPLETE
PERFORRIANCES

An Archery Book
WM Every Set
qt.

•- A III MERV
SET
ft 5 ,.95
Eight-Piece

AF.R0••01,
IDONPENNER
%lib DDT

2.95

Includes five foot
bow, four Port
Orford cedar
arrows, target,
leather arm guard
and finger tab.

Kills fleas. mosquitoes, anti.,
bedbugs, roaches, etc. Penetrates all cracks and
crevices. Don't put up with
disease-carrying insects.

MAMMOTH

JULY 17th
Thru
JULY 27th

NEW TIRE SAFETY
1 2 THE COST
AT /

Granulated Rock
Wool
$4.79
Per Square

With

Rock Wool Batts
$5.79
▪

55 lbs. Mica Roll
- Roofing
$1.85
Per

'Firestone

FEATURING

Square

Dolly Jacobs and Her World Famous Elephants
Capt. Engerer's Black Maned Nubian Lions
Bailey Bros. Liberty and High School Horses

FACTORY -METHOD

RECAPPING

Lablond Troupe .. . Acrobatic Marvels
Henderso Trio, America's Greatest Jugglers
The Knight Family, Stars of the Silver Thread

Square

65 lbs. Mica Roll
Roofing
$2.19

100

: OTHER ARENIC FEATURES : 100
Aerialists : Beautiful Girls : Clowns

)oot-,4 ()pen l and 7

Per Square

ALLIS
.CHAILMERS
AUTHORIZED

Watch for Other Fire-Star Speclelsi4

Rustproof metal. Sturdy
and comfortable Measures
only 914 1614 inches when
folded.

FOR SALE-Two fine male ci.it
spaniel pups. 12 weeks old. s.
each. Can deliver to Murray any
day.--Mrs. Sadie Harrell, Route
Golden Pond, Ky.
lc

Per

1. Tractor Hitch

'

West Main StreetI

10 DAYS ONLY

•

69c
Convert your tub into a shower in a jury
or use for a quick, efficient shampoo spray. •,
A very, very fine value

Metal
CAMP
STOOL

ONE DAY ONLY

PIANOS-New Spinets $465. Console Wurlitzer, 44 inches 'high.
$365. Kimball. looks like new.
with bench. $185; and many other
good buys. Two good pianos at
$96 each-Harry Edwards, 426 So.
6th St., Paducah, Ky. Phone
443.
A8p

BE SURE YOUR

BATH AND
SHAMPOO SPRAY

Fads into Small Space

Farmers in Barren county set
about 240 acres of tomatoes for a FOR SALE - Wooden drop leaf
breakfast table with four chairs.
local canning factory.
Good condition-Mrs. George. Hart,
304 North 4th St.

•••

,
sh

Plenty to supply county
needs.-N. P. Paschall, two
Mites north of Murrill, Oir
Highway.
lc

FIVE STAR
SPECIAL

KIDS

MONTGOMERY
WARD & CO

Al

00
5.00-15

Performances 2 and 8

Present This

COUPON

AND ATTEND the AFTERNOON PERFORMANCE
FOR ONLY
TAX INCLUDED

30c

MAYFIELD, KY.
Telephone 868

You get the name famous
tread found in z.h
new Firestone De Luxe
Champion tire and at less
than Half the cost of- a -sew
tire. Firestone recaps ire
guaranteed. Get new tire
safety today..

OPFN A CHAR(.:E ACCOUNT OR IF YOU PREFER,
USE OUR CONVENIENT apoGEI PLAN

Firestone Home & Auto Supplies
Van
Barnett

Phone 135

L. E. Kerley

611111.6

•
.........,181110111111011111111.11emamoof11.
,
$ ":.voramorn.....
0101100,1

s•s: _

r

_

•

COPY K4DED
•
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Marriage Of Miss Ann MacLean
And Mr. Taylor Is nnounced

LEGION AUXILIARY HOLDS
MEETING THURSDAY

MISS DELL PIERCE IS WED TO
MR. RICHARD BAZZE1.L JULY 11

'sun for one and a half years before he was called into the service. He served in the navy for
Mrs. Frances Coleman J risen i in Mis.sisippi and Tennessee Mr. 33 months, most of which time was
announces the, marriage of her and Mrs. Taylor have returned to spent in the Pacific. He entered
MacLean I Murray and are at home for the Memphis State on receiving his
daughter, Miss Sic
to
of Mrs. summer with the bride's mother. discharge, later transferring
and Dennis Taylo
Mrs. Taylor is a graduate of Murray State College. Both 14
emphis. The,
John H Taylor of
single ring ceremony was read on Murray High School and is a and his bride will continue the,
studies at Murray State.
Wednesday, July 17, in Fernando, Junior at Murray State College.
____
Mr. Taylor graduated front the
Miss.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!
Following a short wedding trip Ripley, Tenn. High School and at-

Murray Unit No. 73. American
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Pierce f
Legion Auxiuiary, met Thursday
Korksey announce the marriage of
evening. July 18, in the auditorium
Pierce.- to
their daughter. Dell
at the Woman's Club.
Farmington.
Editor
of
Richard Bazzell
MRS. H. I. SLEDD,
Mrs. George Williams. president,
The wedding took place at 600
Telephone 247
presided and gave a report on the
o'clock Thursday evening. July 11,
state convention which was held in
at the home of Rev. J. B. HardeLexington July 7-10.'
man. minister of the Church of
TRAINING SCHOOL 4-H
The Murray Unit has adopted
CLUB GIRLS MEET JULY 19
Christ in Mayfield.
a one year old French child, CoJames eierime, brother of . the
lette Dumas St. Die, through the
The Training School 4-H Club
and Miss Mary Ruth Jones
bride.
Entr Aid Francaise Society. MemJuly
meeting
Girls had another
were the only attendants.
bers present made donations, and
19 in the City Park.
bride, an attractive brunette,
on the following day. the presiAt this meeting each girl brought
dent and Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Jr. prewore a lovely dress of"sheer white
be
to
made
had
she
a muffin
pared and mailed the 11 pound
with Matching accessories.
eyelet.
mak,about
judged. Each girl told
box containing appropriate %rid
fashioned of red
corsage
a
and
ing her muffin. ,
and clothing.
roses.
For their next meeting—in AugMiss Jones was dressed in a rose
The next meeting will be on
Homemakers
Murray
ust the West
crepe with white eccessories, and
Aug. 1 at 8 p.m. at the Clubhouse.
4-H
the
for
have planned a picnic
of white carnations.
e Members wishing to subscribe to
the_ Train- wore a corsageparty
club boys
,Was joined bi
Auxiliary
TWe—brl—
the American Legion
Aug 'School.
National News are asked to conclose friends at a dinner given at
refreshthe
All thee-girls enjoyed
tact Mrs. A. )3. Dunn, publicathe home of are bride following
pink carnations and blue bachelor tions chairman.
ments and games.
AKRON WEDDING OF
the ceremony.
buttons.
a ••
Those present wire Barbara AshMiss Pierce. formerly of Kirk- INTERET IN MURRAY
Ralph Dauber served as best FIDELIS CLASS HAS
craft.. Marlene Swann, Beverly sey. has made her home in Farmin
friends
Of interest to many
man and ushers -were Boyd Alder- WATERMELON FEAST
V
White. Yvonne McDaniel. Randa ington for the past Several mouths,
the bride's family di,css Gene Wilson. Loren Peacock
Broach. Wily West. Mary Ann
Mr. Bazzell is a graduate of the Murray where
the
First
of
Keiffer.
Class
Fidelis
The
Bud
and
Grant. Lem Patton, Debris Heat- Farmington High School He and formerly made !heir home is the
Mrio---Vertford. the brides mother Baptist church enjoyed a waterer. Julia Fuqua. Mrs. Jack Lon- Mrs. Pazzell are employed at the announcement of the'marriageof
were_ an aqua dress with black ac- melon feast at the city pary on
don and Miss Rachel Rowland.
Miss Virginia Nell Wilford, doughMerit Clothing Company.
and a corsage of white Mi-mrLay evening. Miss Nellie Mae
ees.sonee
WilFreeman
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
They will make their home .at ter
Julia Fuqua. secretary.
and blue bachelor but- Wyman is the teacher of the class,
caenations
Richard
and
Ohio
Akron.
the present with the groom's par- ford of
•••
and Monday nirit's devotional was
tons.
Starr
Joseph
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Delmus Bazzell. Ghnii. 'son of Mrs.
A reception fololwed the cere- led by Mrs. Ben B. Keys. InforSamuel Glenn. The double
and
Farmington.
of
ANDERSON -DODDS
at the Zeta Tau Alpha mal entertainment made diversion
ring ceremony was read on Sun- Mony, held
WEDDING JULY 7
after- Sorority House. Mrs. Myers Sher- duting the evening.
the
in
4:30
at
16.
June
day.
TAYLOE-EAVES MARRIAGE
formerly of Murray, and Miss
noon at the Firestone Park Metho- man.
An—osiziauncement was received IS PERFORMED
Drown presided at the table,
Janet
Rev,
the
with
Akron.
Elvie Ann Tavloe and Mr. dist Church.
M
this week- of the marriage of Miss
Bonnie Watts. formerly
Mrs.
w.ith
officiating.
RUM Anderson. Lakeland. Fla_ to Hubert Eaves were married at the Joseph E. Priestley
music was by Mrs. of 'Wayfield. Ky.. assisting.
nuptial
The
and
Mr.
of
minister.
.the
son
officiating
Dodds.
hornet-est
Wesley
John
Mrs. Glein attended Garfield
organist. and
Mrs. Moss • Dodds of Dexter. on Rev. C. A. Riggs. Friday afternoon John J. Shepherd.
One way to save wheat is to use
soloist. High School and Akron University
Johnson.
E
Robert-3
Mrs.
cerering
elace
double
et 2 pm. The
July 7. The wedding - took
where she belonged to the Zeta oatmeal for a part of the flour.
brides
'the
of
sisters
sorority
both
mony wes read in the presence of
in Lakeland.
Tau Alpha Sorority.
At the same time, it adds a new
Organ_ selectionswere "0 Promise
Mr. and Mrs - Dodth spetit their witeesses and friends.
Mr. - Glenn attended Garfield and delightful flavor. The followand
Truly"
You
Mr. and Mrs. Eaves reside in Me-. "I Love
honeymoon at Daytona Beach. They
the
High School and served in
ing recipe, relayed to the Ken''Zota Sweetheert." Mrs. Johnson
will make their home in Lakeland Paris. Tenn.
years.
tucky College of Agriculture and
and °Because". The Navy for the past three
Always"
sang
—
The bride changed to a navy Home Economics from home econotraditional wedding marches were
•
blue two-piece dress trimmed in mists in Washington is worth tryused. The Children's Prayer_ from
yellow with navy accessories for ing.
.
played
was
Gretel"
and
Hansel
going away.— A corsage of pink
Rolled Oats Muffins
vows.
the
of
pledging
the
during
nesse' complemented her dress
1 cup cooked rolled oats
The bride's wedding gown was
After a honeymoon at Mitiwanga
Le cuts water or milk
fashioned with bodice of - white Park Resort on Lake Erie and a
1 egg beaten
princess satin, sheer...yoke outlined
tour through Northern Pennsyl2 tablespoons melted fat
with itirred net, long sleeve's with
vania. they are now at home at
1L-2 cups sifted flour
tiny buttons at the wrist, skirt of
324 Crown Street. Akron 2, Ohio.
1 2 tablespoon sugar
in
edged
peplum
satin
with
net
•• •
1 2 teaspoon salt
net, and a formal train of net. Her! ••
MlifeeeTheRLES NANNY IS V
3 teaspoons baking powder
fingertip length veil of illusion ,
HONORED WITH HOUSEHOLD
Mix the rolled oats, milk or
was edged with alencon lace and
BIRTHDAY
wator, beaten egg and melted fat.
trached to a tiara of seed pearls. SHOWER ON I8TH
Add the sifted dry ingredients and
Her only jewt lry was a small
Mrs. Charles Nanny, a recent
necklace encircled, with bride. was the guest of honor on stir until the ingredients are mixcameo
iDon't stir more
pearls, and her flowers were . a her eighteenth birthday last week, ed together
than necessary i Fill greased mufbouquet of white tosses.
when her mother. M9. Weldon fin pans about two-thirds full and
Miss Frances Wilford was her
Lyles. held open house for neigh- bake for 25 to 30 minutes in a
sister's maid of honor. She wore bors,
friends and relatives.
moderately hot oven. 400 degrees.
psnk colonial style onarquisette
The charming young lady' reMenu: Chicken pie with mashed
, gown. designed with a colonial
ceived many useful gifts to aid her potato topping, buttered carrots,
'ca. full gathered skirt, matching
housekeeping.
in
with sour cream
lettuce salad
mitts and a, Mary Queen of Scots
The social hour was spent in dressing, oatmeal muffins, butter
'eat. She carried a colonial bouat ngs and corsteses Mrs. Lyles was and lemon custard.
luet of Virginia rosss and white
assisted in presenting the gifts by
ernations.
Emma
Bridesmaids were Miss 13etty1 Mies Margaret Padgett and
Jean Wciodford and Miss Marion Lou Padgett.
After refreshments were served.
Pope They were atUred in dresses
I blue and yello* of fhe same an attractively decorated birthday
iesign as that of. the maid of hon. cake holding lighted candles was
HOME—you an make
\ KE
i
..r. They wore matching mitts and cut. This was a merry occasion
delicious bread on'. time, at a moment's notice
•iaras and ,carried colonial bou- with each one wishing Betty Many
• with Fleiechmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast.
quets of pink carnations and blue more happy birthdays and happiness and success in homemaking.
bachelor' buttons.
•
'Fast
tchmann's
Always dependable—Elei
Those present and sending gifts
Junior bridesmaid was Loretta
Rising keeps fresh for weeks on your pantry
; Feye Wilford. sister of the bride. were:
shelf —ready for quick action Va. hem.% rt. jou
Starks. Mrs. Hugh Wilson.
Her frock was-. of blue net over
want it Just desofse accerding to directions
pink made with square neck, puf- Mrs. George Steele. Mrs. W C
on the pigs-knee. Get Ilrischmatun's Feet
fed sleeves and full gathered skirt. Nanney. Rosa Edwards. Emily
t Rising Dry Yeast today. At -your grocer's._
She wore a blue tiare arid carried &Pat. Genella Lawrence. Margaret
Padgett. Emma Lou Padgett. Mrs.
Joe Gore. Istodenia Chester. Virginia 'Brown. Jessie Dunn. Eva
Swift. Jessie Tidwell. Mrs Clifton
Cochran. Mrs. Lloyd Cunningham.
Mrs. Lloyd Bohannan. Mrs Her_
man. Smith. Mrs. Clarence Culver,
Dortha Palmer. Gela Thompson.
Etoille Ray. Mrs. L. F. Wilson. Cordelle Waldrop. Vonnie Marine. Opal
Usrey. Mrs Lois Nanney. Emma
Lou Tucker. Allene Tucker. Flossie
Snow, Pearl Lyles. Joyce Fulton.
Mrs. Starkie Hall. Mrs. Noma
Dell Jones. Larry Lyles, Mr and
Mrs. Weldnn Lyles. Mr. and Mrs.
R. MeGavern. Mrs. Charles
For
Johrsiore-Mr. and Mrs. Harry Douglas. Mrs. W V. Gingles. Misses
Mollie end Lowell Gingles. Mrs.
Hugh Waldrop. Viva Ellis. Mrs.'
Charles Cochran.. Mrs. Erwin Doug!
, Douglas. Mrs. Edward Crick. Shirley Crick. Doris Crielb
Mrs Harvey Brewn. Lois Suiter.
I Mrs 'Hugh Swift. Eulene Swift,
Wayne Swift. 'Mrs. Claud Mannieig.
,Tr. and Mrs Winfield Stedham.
'
Mrs. Howard Bauer/. Mr and Mrs
Woods,
Leonard Woods. Carnlyn
, Bobbie Nelle Adams. Estelle Hall.
Mr arid Mrs Roy Graham. Mr. and
'ors- D Y. Dunn. Mr. and. Mrs. Al.. it Dunn, Mrs: Leslie Lee. Shirley
e

.rhe

ila ;
etca
weiere
sw

Max Churchill

•

— Tender care and personal attention in every case —

MISS NO

LADY ASSISTANT

TO WM.

MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
"The Friendly Funeral Home"

AMBULANCE SERVICE

le

Murray, Ky.

TELEPHONE 98

5th and Elm

ATTENTION.. .
MR. J. A. BROWN
representative of the

IMPERIAL TAILORING COMPANY
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

will be

Mr and
nounce the
ter. Nowa
thony For
44 July,.
forty
Church, Si

Draper & Darwin Stores

ABOUT YEAST GETTING STALE!

208 East Main

Telephone 482

Street

The brit
Murray Hi
she was a
glee club
clan, beinj
cordion as
casions. SI
as pharmai
months at

a.

c‘etP-4

RUDA , JULY 26
He Will Have Samples of Fall and Winter Clothing
C Me in on the above date and make your selections
ave your measurements taken for a suit.

Phone

It Is

Announcing The Opening Of

for rr
datemysel

Del Rose Ice Cream Company

An
short

• Ph
who I
long

Manufactured by

Au

electi
and ii

JOHN HERMAN TROTTER

JOHN ED SCOTT

LI

Phi
—yot

Judgi

SOLD IN PACKAGE-S at RETAIL and WHOLESALE

•

• PINT

DELICIOUS FOOD

Con
you n
mere}

CHOCOLATE ,

• HALF-GALLON

FRUITS
In season

• GALLON

AIR-CONDITIONED

• 5-GALLON

Mrs Hardin Parker. Mrs 'Everett
weatt. Betty Sue Thweatt. Mrs.
'•hn McElrath. Mrs Rosen Wats' .e. Mr and . Mrs Je„,Jf Walston.
Ma'oanette Walstoeee Mrs.
' oe. Mrs. Ogilereenfield. Mrs,
on Myers. Mrs. Nell Gordon.
Mr; 'Rob Marine. Mrs Roy Jones.
•
Mable StarR. Mrs. H. P. Blanoriship. Mrs. Walter Gore. Mrs.
•Isisard Gore. Mrs. Dalton Gore.
otrs. Neal Starks. Mrs -Earl Nanney,
Joseph Meadow. Mrs Marvin
:nets and Mrs Willie Dunn
•••

. RUDY'S
•

Double the pleasure of summer dining;"Delight in our
deliciously prepared foods-, served in our cool as an igloo
Restaurant.

A Distinctive Product
Made o- f

SALE
Total

High Quality Materials : Finest Equipment

(;uod
Grass

DEL ROSE ICE CREAM COMPANY

Baby
Fat C
Cantu
Bulls
Milk 1
Best $
Mediu
Throv

DELTA KAPPA GAMMA
-s HAS OUTDOOR MEETING
.

AIR CONno TIONED CAFE

•

ses-

Gamma Chapter _of Delta Kappa Gamma net Friday evening,
July 19. at the city park tor an
lettere meeteing.
A watermelon suppeti was fol'ei'ed by I bteiness session which
was conducted by Mrs. Cleo Gillis
Hester. Plans for the new year
4
4
were made

Next Boor to Ledger & Times

101 North Fourth Street
•
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Personal service is the most important thing in an hour of sorrow. That is not limited_.h.ere.

No more worey

Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast keeps
full-strength for weeks on your pantry shelf
AT

S

is the point of contact for the most friendly funeral service.

RECIPE OF THE
WEEK

s. 3

ingra

MY TELEPHONE....

..„,,,i,juxis_Alt

1111111111_.
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_
—
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Ingram-Holton Marriage Is Solemnized
,Saturday fterngon, July 20, at 3 O'Clock

•

Of interest to
spy
lends in
this section is
he
rriage of
Miss Marie Eliz both Ingram of
Houston, Texas
d
iry E. Hothieh was the y solemnized
ton
Res
urday aft ii 1, July 20, at
o'clock at t e home of Mr.
thi
s K. C.
and
azee, uncle and
aunt Of the groom.
The single ring ceremony was
read by the Rev. R. E. Jarman
before an improvised altar in the
living room. Mr. mad Mrs. Frazee
• were the only attendants.
The bride was attired for her
wedding in an aqua dressmaker
suit with brown and white accessories and her corsage was of
sweetheart ragas.
Mrs. Felines
wore a pink crepe frock and cur-

Mrs. John Wendell Atkins, Jr.

President Gualberto Villarroel of
Bolivia was killed Sunday in a revolution which has now
attained
complete success, it was announced
In La Paz. capital city.
The eiimax to the revolt came
after nearly a week of bloody rioting and skirmishes between the
Army and civilians who were determined to overthrow the Villarroel regime.
e
More than 250 persons were reported unofficially to have been
killed and wounded in the fighting.
which began on a small scale Tuesday when teachers and students
went on strike_
Plume Service Cut Ott

MISS NOWATA KING MARRIED May 1946. She attended Mum,
State College before enlisting e.
TO WM. ANTHONY FORRES
service.
The groom is the son of the late
Tony Fortes and Mrs. Forres. and
,
I is studying electrical refrigeration
- in Hawthorn School, San Antonio.
He served in the Navy. and was
recently discharged. Mr. and Mrs.
Forres wore childhood sweethearts,
having gone to grade school te
eether in Theses.
,
Mrs. Forres wore a powder blue i
crepe afternoon frock trios•- r
. with silver beads. Her accte
•
• were white, and she wore a
sage of orchids.
Following the double ring. ceremony that was read by Dr. Perry
F. Webb, in the presence of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Ferree and a few
intimate friends including Mrs. W.
T. Brian, Mother of the bride, a
reception was held et the home of
the groom.
Pictured above is Mrs. John
The young couple left for.a short Wendell
Atkins, Jr.. who before
Mr and Mrs. Lowell King an- wedding trip.
..
her marriage on July 10, was Miss
Upon their return; they wilt be Jane Sexton,
nounce the marriage of their daughdaughter of Mr. and
ter, Nowata. to Mr. William An- at home temporarily with his
Mrs. Jesse Dudley Sexton of Murthony Forres on Feidaysthe twelfth mother.
of July,. nineteen
hundred and
and prizes awarded Miso Yvonne
ferty-six, at the First Baptist MISS GLASGOW HONORS
Miller, high. and Miss Susann MaMILLER. BRIDE-ELECT
Church. San Antonio. Texas.
ter. consolation.
The bride was graduated from
Miss Marcella Glasgow was hosMiss Milli!' received, a lovely
Murray High School in 1943 where tess at her home Wednesday even- gift from the hostess. A dainty
she was a member of the girls' ing honoring Miss Yvonee Miller. ice course was served.
glee club and was a popular musi- bride-elect of Aug. 3. A pink and s Included in the .hospitalik were
clan, being featured with her ac- beige color scleene was used in the Mis- Yvonne Miller, Suzanne Millcordien as soloist on many oe- decorations, and a corsage of pink er. Sue Futrell. Joanne Fulton.
casein& She served in the WAVES inapdragons was presented the Leta Rose Gholson. Sara Ruth
as pharmacists mate _third class 19 honoree.
Rhodes. Mrs. G. B. Scott, Jr.. and
months and was discharged in
The gen, ef hearts was played the hostess.
• • •
,•
MARTINS CHAPEL W.S.C.S.

imp

MABLE'S BEAUTY SALON
Phone 789

North Fourth Street,

It Is Always a Pleasure.
for me to work for whom I think is eLgood candidate—it is more of a privilege than%,orking for
myself.
An important primary election is near, for the
short term for United States Senate.
• Phil Ardery is the call for a strong candidate,
who can win in November and again in '48 for the
long term.
August 3 overshadows the 1948 presidential
when the Democratic party will be cn trial
and its fate for many years may be at stake.
election

Phil Ardery, with a truly Kehtucky background
—young and legally editcated—son of an eminent
Judge, and with an outstandirig war record.
-

His manner of campaign with broad smiles and
modest attitude of his strenucus war record, makes
him stand out as a future statesman. He is the star
of hope to carry the banner of Democracy to victory in November. Consider Phil Ardery when you
go to the primary booth.

•
Come in to see us every time in town, buy what
you need if you can find it, and wait for standard
merchandise, as nothing less will satisfy.

T. 0. TURNER
t

President of Bolivia Killed In
Revolution Against Military Setup

saes of white carnations.
Mr. and Mrs. HolSon left immediately after the ceremony for
a wedding trip to points in Tennesses. They have taken an apartmerit in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
W. Z. Carter where they will be
at home on their return.
Mrs. Holton is a talented artist
and has recently made her home
in Chicago.
Mr. Holton is the son of Mrs. H.
E. Holton of Chicago and the late
Mr. Holton,' formerly of Mueray.
Following his discharge from the
armed serivces, after serving 18
months in the European Theater,
he has resumed his association
with the firm of -Fx.ee. Melugm
and Holton.

Smart and Efficient Hair Do's
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MEETS WITH MRS RIGGS,

Villarroel. a virtual dictator, had
been head of the government since
Mid-December. 1943 when he executed a military coup which overthrew the legally elected tavernment of President Enrique Penaranda.

Mr. and Mrs. Atkins are
ray.
making theit home ei McKenzie.
Tenn., where he is associated with
his father in business.
tiversary on Tuesday,. August 20.
at 8 p.m. at Masonic Hall Neighboring chapters will be invited to
attend.

Happy Birthday
July 18--Mrs.• Glindel Reaves
July 21_ Marvin Fulton
July 26—Glandel Reaves. Patricia
Ann Shelton
July 27- -Mrs. Errett Gardner, Larry Doyle. Bura V Edwards. Mrs.
Wm. L. Story
July 29--Mrs. W. D. Williams

The Women's society of. ChrisEdmonison
Tray . Macilson
of
tian Service of Martin's Chapel
met Tuesday with Mrs. C. A. Riggs county has started the first registered Guernsey herd in the counon West Poplar street.
_
The regular program, "Status of ty.
elf-sateassreelet 'WM
Ian Bagwell leading.
Mrs. Bates Richardson will be
hostess to an all-day meeting Augif
ust 13. A pot luck luncheon will
be served at noon. Mrs. C. W.
Jones, vice-president, will have
charge of the program.
STELLA HOMEMAKERS CLUB
HOLDS MEETING JUNE 27
The regular monthly meeting of
the Stella Homemakers Club met
June 27 at the home of Mrs. C.
E Mills at 2 o'clock
Mrs. C. C. Solmon. president,
presided over the business session.
- The roll was called and the
minutes were read by Mrs Otis
Wilson. secretary.
The devotion was led by Mrs
Lewis Nanney.
The 'lesson *as on "How to Repair Electric Cord" and was given
be Mies Rachel Rowland.'
Plans for the picnic wcre made
It will be at the letUrtay park August WO at 7 o'clock. Each member and family is urged to be
present.'
• ••
ef.ASTFRN STAR CHAPTER
HAS MEETING
Mrs. Reba Kirk, worthy matron.
presided at the regular meeting of
Murray Star Ctrpter No. 433.
0.E.S.. which was held Tuesday
venire! at Masonic Hall After the
usual busiress routine, the chapter
itS closed and a social hour en eyed by the 53 officers and mem.ers present
The next regular Aieeting will
ee on August 13 at 8 o'clock The
ees win

No details of Villarroel's death
were available immediately. The
United Press in New York, attempted to telephone its bureau in
ea Paz. was informed there was
ao service- to Bolivian capital.
Telephone communications also
apparently had been cut to neighboring countries—as they had been
during the height of last week's
rioting.
Authoritative sources indicated
,e, Army at. the last minute dented President Villarroel.
These sources said Villarroel earlier had handed his resignation to
General llamas° Arenas, chief of
staff.
The resignation also included
Villarroel's office as commander in
chief of the armed forces of 83I iv ia.
In submitting his resignation the.
President was quoted as saying he
tor* the Step '`with the desire of
contributing to the peace and
tranquility If the country."
Saturday Villarroel ousted the
four civilian members of his cabinet, all of whom were officials

of the pro-Villarroel nationalist
revolutionary movement, and installed an all-Army cabinet.
The President narrowly escaped
a previous attempt to assassinate
him Friday when an angry mob
gathered around the government
palace and fired into a group of
government officials, including Villarroel. standing on the palace balcony.

Enlistments Open
In Airborne Units
Opportunity for men to enlist
in the Regular Army Airborne
Units-...the 82nd Airborne Division,
at this time assignsd to the zone of
the interior, and the 11th Airborne
Division, e now in
the Pacific_
through three years enlistments, or
in the airborne unassigned on 18month and two year service periods. has been announced by the
War Department.
Except for a brief perlod last I
winter, 18-month and two year enlistees have had, no choice of
branch of service.
Active parachutists and glider .
forces, the War Dspartment reminded, not 'only
receive the
benefits of the recent pay boost.
hut draw additional pay for their
specialized duties. The parachutist
month extra, while
the gliderman earns 50 per cent
of his base pay extra, as long as
this sum does not exceed $50 a
month.
Parachutists can earn from $125
a month as a Private, to over $215
a month as a Master or First Sergeant. Gildermen my draw from
$112.50 a month as a Private to
over $215 a month as a Master or
First Sergeant. This they receive
on top .of their living quarters,
food, clothing, medical care--allof which are provided by the
Army.
The combat records of both the
82nd- and 11th Airborne Divisions
during th-e -war. established rradi-

teems equal to those of any branch
Lunch will be served on the Exof service even though airborne is periment Farm. W. C. Johnson of.
one of the youngest branches of the University of Kentucky will
the United States Army.
speak in the afternoon. Pasture
and, tree fruit experiments will
also be observed in the afternoon.
During the day visitors will have
opportunity to inspect the dairy.
poultry flocks and other items of
•
All farmers. especially Veterans interest about the farm. Staff
in agricultural training. and farm m(mbers familiar, with the work in
leaders arc invited to the Annual progress will be on hand to serve
Field Day at the Western Ken- as leaders in conducting visitors
tucky Experiment Substation at over the farm.
Princeton' Friday. July 26. This
Groups of Calloway Veterans
announcement came from the and other farmers will drive direct
County Agent's Office.
from their respective communities
The program will start at 10:00 to the Princeton Farm. Individa.m, with inspection of soil and uals desiring transportation or to
troy exekraments by groups of join a car-load group should notifarmers
fy the County Agent's Office,

•

Annual Field Day
At Princeton Station

RILEY FURNITURE AND
APPLIANCE CO.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Living Room Suites
Rockers. . . Hassocks
Bedroom Suites
Chest of Drawers
Lamp Tables
Cocktail Tables
Mattresses . . . Box Springs
Coal and Wood Ranges
Portable•Water Heaters

JUST ARRIVED
Shipment of CHINA CUPBOARDS
Come by and Inspect Our Merchandise

•
RILEY FURNITURE & APPLIANCE
COMPANY
TELEPHONE 587

"Come See...
Come Sigh"

It.* °ft
;
VO" Gg
VOt114

OVER THE

NEW FALL FASHIONS

c0/1°
The very newest and finest in fashion

THERE'S
NOTHING LIKE

is interpreted in our

NEW

GENUINE

FALL COATS and
SUITS

SERVICE
AND

GENUINE
Shorties
Belted Models
Chesterfields

am1•11=11•••••.....

Murray Live Stock Company
The Best Market in West Kentucky
AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK
SALES REPORT FOR JULY 23, 1946
Total head sold

971

Good Quality Fat Steers .
15.50
Grass Fat Steers
12.50- 14.00
Baby Beeves 12,50- 15.00
Fat Cows ,
9.00- 12.00
Canners and Cutters
5.00- 8.50
Bulls
7.00- 12.00
40.00-140.00
Milk Cows, per head
Best Spring Lambs
. 18.25
Medium -Spring Lambs
13.00- 17.00
Throwouts
-7.00- 12.00

.
.

VEAL
No, 1 Veals .
No. 2 Veals
Throwouts

17.00,
13.20
5.00- 12.50

All Wool ... New Fall Shades

TO KEEP YOUR
PRESENT CAR
ROLLING
•

BETTY ROSE
MISS HOPE

BRING YOUR CAR

"HOME"
FOR SERVICE

$22.50 to $49.00

•

HOGS
200 to,250 pounds
140 to 195, polinds
275 to 350 pounds
Roughs

PARTS

21.00
17.50- 20.70
20.717
18.00 Down

Stokes-Billington
Motor Co.
taet Neon et

Litileton's

Pholir Mt.

••
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150 Pet Milk Workers Strike At
Mayfield; Deliveries Are Halted
•

1.0

-they wanted more money. !.44
specific requests have been made.
contract between
"There is a
managemeent and employes which
does met expire until Januara'
1947 This was signed November
20. 1945, and contains an agreement
between the company and union
that there shall be no strikes. or
work stoppages during the life of
the contract.
"Ofti.,oils eaf the unions were
present today trying to get the
men to return to work. Nevertheless. between 35 end 40 milk truck&
loaded with milk. we're in line at
noon aAci some of the milk already
had spoiled.
"The company intends to abide
by its contract with the union and
expects every employe to do like-
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Plans For Vet Houses

Home Resources
Is Discussed Here
By TVA Authority

A-BOMB TEST
_
(Continued from Page One)

Two other submarines, the Parehe and the Skate, left on the surface. were still afloat.
Likewise still riding in position were the battleships.PennsylIonia, New York, and Nevada -. the
latter the battered bullseye of the
mid-air A-bomb explosion July I.
Troop 'Transports two miler fro'
the exposion were not much 'hurt
were undamaged.
and possibly
E‘n.n those closer in, with their
thin hulls, rude serenely.

was
While Bandy said there
4
R. Brooks Taylor, chief of the no reason to doubt the efficiency
diproducts research
regional
of the first atomic bomb ever devisien, commerce department, Ten- tonated under water, the fact reKnoxville,
Authority,
nessee Valley
mains that many of the spectacuTerm.. ins a forum disaussion at lar events expected of it did not
Murray State Colkge here July occur.
18 told- his hearers they "were sitThere was a thunderous roar
•
ting on' top of clay" from which a
when it let go. but there were.
good quality of "hotel china" could
for instance. no 100-foot waves and
probably profitably be made.
the -atomic geyser which Shot up
area
the
of
resources
Other
Cpl. Kenneth R. Manning reabove the explosion came noutilizedinbe
which he said might
at
near the top predicted alti- ceived his discharge July 19
where
cluded trees, including small secCamp Atterbury, Ind., and arrived
of three miles.
tude
ond growth timber which iihould
httne July 20.
•!Wrests
RI,ex- -7-The "highest waves were 10 feet.
be cut from
Bilow
over
wash
hibited a piece of three-ply lami- not enough to
OFFERING
The unien to which the plant
was
netted hardwood flooring which he kini although a nearby islet
OP
workers belong is an affiliate of
to pro- engulfed briefly.
learned
had
the
TVA
said
Memorial Baptist Church will
tar American Federation of Labor.
e
Blandy said that at least two
due from this type of wood. Altake an offering at the 11:00 o'clock
Truck drivers belong to Chauffeurs.
submarines,
submetted
six
of
thouen it costs more to make than
Union
Helpers
Teamsters and
ex- service next Sunday morning for
comparable flooring, it costs less ,whose sturdy hulls had been
un- the relief of the starving peoples
nutshells
like,
crack
to
on the floor, according to Taylor. pected
Glenn Smith, Paducah. head of
of the foreign nations. Every one
from
seen'
be
could
Using the heretofore unusuieble der The shock,
the Teamsters union came here to
urged to come preieared to make
the southwestern the air, still in their proper sub- is
of
mesquite
investigate the strike but declined
a weethy offering.
position.
merged
Is
sleeping
and
departdining
the
TVA
research
living,
plains,
for
organized
One large room skillfully
commen:
ment has been able to make by
outstanding feature of the plans for a three-room house for veterans
Some milk .heulers it was re- the
this process a floorine he described
Jane issue of House Beautiful magazine.
the
as
in
pictured
above
shown
home
back
ported took their milk
as "more beautiful than Brazilian
This arrangement affords a large house look. avoids mean single rooms.
aid others left their trucks standmahogany".
Such a house might be built for approximately $5.704 in climates v. here
line at the plant. Pickets
ing
climesbeavy construction Is required, or foe. about $5,250 in warmer
Other processes described by the
were thrown around -the plant
speaker included quick freezing,
soon after the walkout atarted and
hay-drying, cheese making, ham
time
crowds of strikers stayed around
Can aou be sure they will have the money when the
curing, and milk pasteurizing.
morning.
of
the
most
the building
aging
"ham
Taylor described a
comes*:
Many of them went to their homes
cabinet" which had been developed
leter.
The Equitable Society with 31,2 billion dollars in assets will
that aged ham by using electric
Cochran said that 40.000 gallons
light . bulbs in a specially conguarantee that your boy or girl NM recei•e• the full aniount of
of unloaded and unprocessed milk
.alungton. Jule 21--FtecoverWa
structed box. "I believe it is betthe education fund you provide, even in the event of your death.
were en hand. The milk repreing from a 15 per cent slump in
Reece Barton of Grave's county ter than naturally aged ham and I
sents an average daily shipment April. production of men's and
WMIOUT OBLIGATION. CONSULT
Ken- grew up on that kind of ham",
during the peak season which now youth's dress and business shirts is Making a comparison of
Taylor, a graduate of University
Oregon
and
grass
fescue
31
tucky
added
is 00
rose during May to the highest
of KentucIA. asserted. "A large
The plant manager said some rate this year. the Census Bureau meadow fescue.
icago now uses this
Gardens in Johnson county are hotel in
of the milk spoiled during the day le ported.
among the beat in many years. type of cabinet on its own. hams".
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
.ind the remainder would spoil if
388 ELM STREET
Average weekly output reatehed They also are numerous and large.
not unloaded and processed im- 181.000 dozen. TELEPHONE'552
Ditto of Breckinridge
Robert
A feed-sack wardrobe will be
mediately.
Production of overcoats and topcounty has a registered Holstein
•
each
in
girls
club
4-H
by
modeled
this
in
farmers
to
outlay
Cash
(-telt; for next winter's wear also
cow which gave birth to e eel(
county.
Beth
G
ha
REPRESENTIN
eolvimunity
theto
vicinity' for- milk - deltrered
reached a new 1946 high. jumping
Homemakers' clubs in Daviess weighing 140 pounds.
Pc t 'plant is approximately $10.000 30 per cent to a weekly average of
.
_
E SOCIETY
ASSURANC
THE EQUITABLE LIFE
county gave $100 to help eqeip One
telly
161.000
STATF:S
of
10
UNITED
Members
homemakers'
THE
OF
hospital.
.a.
a
in
pediatrics ward
Weekly production of men's and
Homemakers' clubs in Greenup clubs in Campbell county set out
youth's winter weight suits avercounty have enrolled 107 new 350 iris roots this spring.
aged 369.000 during May, repremembers tans year.
fO
senting a leveling off in output
Horrtelicrkers. clubs in Hopkins
after a 10 per cent drop during
a
for
clelliing
collected
county
T N Brandon. Jr spent Abe April. Summer-weight suit prowoman who
Island
week-end at the Naval Air Station duction averaged 99.000 a week. Philippine
life of David
at Memphis, Tenn and plans to down seasonally by a 4 per cent helped saver the
Burchfield of Dawson Springs
(Ate port an the Ready Reserve margin
A survey fecund that about 800
He has the following
Program
acres of woods had burned in Marinformation that he would like to
shall county this spring.
tees on ter thern benefit of ex-Naval Frozen
A Warren county. fruit grower
personnel
has sold his apple crop for $3.15 a
The Organized Reserve Program
bushel at the orchard •
The Memphis Naval
nes started
Frozen peaches will have the
Demand for feeder pigs in KenAir Station ha', commissioned two same bright color in January that
continues strong • despite
tucky
starteombet squadron: and hive
they had when they were put up
The. pilots in July if the recommendations higher prices for corn
ed the drill periods
will fly 100 of' Mrs Pearl Beak. canning spefleet experience ,
hours a year. attend oil drill pen- cialist it the Kentucky College of'
`••••••••
C
a•tvur of two weeks ac- Agriculture and Home Economics,
25
PHONES
•a 'lather-- aboard ship or are carried out.
•
. N , Air Station and all hands
The use of lemon - juice is one
will receive two months pay as way to prevent discoloration of Canned Milk-Borden's Silver
Or
Cow. tall 13-os can
Erittsted personnel fresh peaches. one teaspoon of
; aoMpeneeteat.
New Milk Product-Formula
will also play an important part in Juice being used with each pint of
infant food with vitamins
FINE IDAHO RED TRIUMPHS
*he prorram and will join the sui er syrup Ascorbic acid, a powlac
10 Lbs
A B( D. tall 11-oz. can
:tote in thie program
dered form of vitamin C which
Carnation Malted Milk. chocealuadrona awaiting commission- may be'aipurchased at drugstores.
olate or netural flavor.
are .t CASU Unit. CVLG. and also is effective in holding the
454'
16-oz. jar
c
Pilots are r. 'ceded with bright color of the fruit, one tea• VJ Unit
EACH
LARGE FIRM HEADS
fleet experience in VR. VF. and spoon of the ascorbic acid beemg Lade Betty Potato Salad.
10
2.5c
The, compile. added to each quart of syrup.
-lb jar
CAM: experience
'tent of the squadrons will be as
A less expensive treatment is a Delmonte Prunes in syrup.
A.t.estos Siding eill otltelde Walls: plastered %sal:::
26e'17.
j I"
, fellows_ CVEG =VF pilots. 14VT solution of citric acid made by
For
Tender Roots
and ceilings.throughout : all walls tinted.
Large Bunches
1.54'
pilots and 11 aviation rates CVLG dissolving a fourth teaspoon of the
Topmost. 2 I-2 jar
tle
Hardwood floors. lit ing room. hall and bedCA.
43 VF pilots, 9 enlisted rates,
acid crystals in a quart of water Prune Juice. pint
31c
rooms: kitchen and bath linoleums.
ST.,' 7 pilots. 5 Warrant Officers. As quickly as the peachers are
caraae,
I
VO
VS
.2
No.
rate's,
Juice.
enlisted
246
.nd
Vegetable
uart
in
V-71
dipped
be
should
they
peeled,
bulk:.
Light fixtures installed, including light
Large Size. Fine Cookers
Nelac
LOTS OF JUICE
pilots and 18 enlisted rates Rates the citric acid solution for one
46-oz can
Electric water heater.
Pounds 23c
needed are AMM. AMS ARM. minute. then packed in the con- 47-oz. can Frances Drake's
Pounds
3.5c
AOM, spicialees aviatiiin rate, and tainer of chilled syrup for freesHouse screened with plastic and. e .(pper 74• reciP.;,
Grapefruit Juice
‘eamen
Real Lemon Juice.
tins
Valk'. and iiriteway .mph t••11.
29e'Station-Keeper duty is also open
Fresh Dry Yellow
Stalk
Not all peaches freezeewell. Va12-oz bottle
654,
far enlisted persorrel Aviation rieties most ' satisfactory for this Kerr Fruit Jars. half pints
THE HOUSE ALL READY FOR OCCUPANCY
Fresh, Crisp
65c
rates, seamen "apecielists. yeomen purpose, according to Mrs. /tarok.
Pounds
Pints
NOW
Tender and 10c
ELERY
This duty are J -H Hale. Halehaven, South
'Sc
,and ethers are needed
Quarts
81Ic
offers full active duty. machete Haven. Bell of Georgia and ElPRICED VEIZY REAStiNABLE
Wide Mouth. plots
ellowance. pay increase and per- berta
e0c
Firm, fell-ripened fruit
Wide Mouth. quarts
-oz. pkg.
KROGER'S'SPECIAL BLEND
All Hardware in This Home National Brass
rrienent assignment arademphis
should be selected, then peeled
Ball Mason-2-piece and
. Anyone desteing 'any additional and sliced
Hardware, Guaranteed
65c
Packed in cellophane
I -piece tops. pints
Inforrr.ation may write to the Of- bags it should be covered with a
75470e
ficer m Charge - of Reeerve Train- syrup made of three cups of sugar'
riAlars. zinc tope. qts.
tlam
tAiu
QUARTS a5c
PINTS, doz. 55c
Metal
r ps
on
Zinc T
.ng. Naval Air Station, Memphis. to four cups of . water. Half the Ball Mason. sine and
IN
doz.
Or cafl T N Brandon at sugar by weight may be replaced
Tenn
1..5c
2-piece tops dozen
Mal-R Bfi week-ends and he will with that same weight of light
Glass Tops complete dozen 30c
be glad to give ery possible assist- corn syrup.
SeBall's Lipped Rubbers dozen
$1.50
___ •
Carton
ance
POPULAR BRANDS
dozen
c ote c an's, d‘‘id,
for
i
T
Jewish Underground AdmitsiKoerr
RIAD THE CLASSIFIEDS!
mouth
Setting Palestine Bomb
Washing Poe der Stith° Suds
12-oz. can
COUNTRY CLUB
7"i). 23 An Sir- Laundr• Soap, green or white.
1:SAI-EM '
J
"
46-oz. can
COUNTRY CLUB
pounce:swell purportedly from the
bar
Kernel
Whole
Jewish underground . Irgun Zvai Gayla Beaut• Soap. 6 bare
Yellow
.Lelumt declared tonight that "sol- ren Jell or Sure Jell.
2
disfrs- of . that orfanizauon had
packages
staged the bomb attack on the Certo bottle
END CUTS
Lb.
RIB or LOIN
David hotel which killed at Tiger Starch. 3-lb pkg
least 48 .parsons and injured 55. Vinegar laree mouth jug, gal
''least
with :4-others missing
White or Red Vinegar
The `statement, however, blamed
1(14cbarrel , gallon
the British Inc the loss of life, de- Apple Cider e'inegar. gallon
Pound
45,
CHUCK CUTS
clarine the British ignored, warn34k
Great Northern Beans. 2 lbs.
by
and
ings given by'telephone
6544 pounds
• FULL LINE of GROCERIES
• ICE CREAM
explosion of a wanting bomb
301.
lbs2
"'
Beal
"
Lir
before the Orgun attack against Small ima's
354Hee
Pound
Large
FRESH GROUND
• SHELL OIL avid GAS
-the conquering govetnment
• COLD DRINKS
I
i Limit I pkg to a eustomeri
• The typewritten ,.announcement
Gerber's Rally Foods
in Hebrew was delivered to the
A Sfir mat 16 la! b• II la2 inches
Aseocisited Press by a messenger
for 25c and a hoe top 'from
Pound
Sliced cr Piece
cetnof
fashion
usual
LARGE
the
in
boy
any size pkg of Lipton's Tea.
underground
the
muniques,from
Get instructions here
______ •
lic
Small stze tea
War Department records show
31e I
Quarter pound
Pound
that exclusive of the Purple-Heart.
Pound
60e,
CENTER CUTS
Half pound
pravalee lead' all other ranks in the
5.1.2411
pound
1
Army for decorationt, tor heroism
,,,Large Pure Orange Jena.
with a total of 1.725.344
ealic
35 or jar
_
—
Si Is
Pound
Jam
Pound
Blarkberra
jar
S-lb
For the Third yeat !he vetcalfc
24e
53c
45c
coffee 7-Day. lib
county 4-H club council -provided
Glic
1 pounds hybrid mead corn on a- loan basis
base and saiaiorn(-effete."'
t•.. club members
20e
2 pieunds glees
Pound
SHORT RIB
Pound
A-GRADE
ROUND
'
I-peund Tin
.
More , than 100 tArtneri • Rock:
4•c
coun- S !Ws Buckeye oats
I castle and acuthern Mado
producers
ties have top-dressest thetr pastures PAT. in trade to
34c
for EGGS
with phosphate.; and many have
10,1q Top Market 41sH
tete
used
•
.•••.•••=••••••••
••••—•=0
•1.••=w is.
4••• .•OP
,

MAYFIELD. Ky , July '24 Negro-, were asking for an increase to ape
tietioes were under way tha after- ple to all workers alike He gave
men between striking employes of as reasons for the, strike, the inthe- Pet Milk Company's plant here, creased cost of living coupled with
and compeny employee_ in an et- thr fact that the company reeently
fairt to settle, a strike which start- I reatricted all workers to el 48-hour
eci
the plant this morning, but work Week. cutting out most 4.f the
Lee G Cochran. manager, said he overtime pay He said that workwas not very optimistic about an • re previonely had worked up to
to 80 hours a %e.t.a'.
thirty set Hem( nt •afr Cochran's statement on the
In a atetement issued this after:
meat Mr Cochran said that the strike follows.
at
stoppage
work
was
'There
speel'nployes had me made any
eific demands on the company. ben the Pet Milk Company's plant this
employes wile, remained out of Morning which prevented receiving
Ilia -extent eatd thee- v.:ere nekialL4 of mint.• No previous notice of
Approximately the intention of the erriPitTar-e-s-not
for niere money
to work had been received by
160 employeee are involved
aer
One employe said they were the management
started erfirst
employes
-When
cents
18
of
increase
Setting for at
r:YIN for the first shift at 3 e m
Mi hour
Another plant employe teed plant they assembled outside the plant
workers. were getting from 80... 40 and did not enter fur work
aThe only comment was that
83 cent, an hour. and that they
- -

_
Welcome Home

•

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW!

ARE YOUR CHILDREN GOING
TO COLLEGE? •

LIMEand SLAG
Nlivered and Spread

Shirt Output
Hits '46 High

Also 47 per cent PHOSPHATE and
COMPLETE FERTILIZER
AAA ORDERS or CASH

What Kentucky
Farmers
Are Doing

•

ELWOOD McREYNOLDS

Calloway County Soil Improvement
Association

•

I-3LACE'YOUR ORDER WITH

FITTS BLOCK AND TILE CO.

Organized Reserve
Program Opens-

LIMESTONE BLOCKS
We have 10,000 blocks, seasoned and
ready for use

Peaches
Hold Their color

FITTS BLOCK AND TILE CO.
Immediately East of Railroad on
East Highway

Guaranteed Foods

Swann's Grocery
1.4

LARGE SIZE 15-t.'1"
NG
CANNI
FOR
APRICOTS
29c
POTATOES

MODERN HOME FOR SALE
On North Twelfth Street
5-room House on Lot 65x150

LETTUCE

JUST CONIPLETED

2

CARROTS

2

LEMONS
C

APPLES

2

29c

ONIONS

3

19c

FRUIT JARS

J. T. HUGHES
Murray Lumber Company

CIGARETTES

NEW BUSINESS OPEN

TOMATO JUICE

ROBERT'S GROCERY
WE WILL APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS

,.

HOYT ROBERTS
Owner and Manager'

"F

—

7

14c
4r

CORN
_

BEEF ROAST

39c

HAMBURGER

39c

BOLOGNA

35c

.

WEINERS

52
PORK CHOPS
PURE
LINK
PORK SAUSAGE

IF IIIYSYREICHEESE

49c

BOILING BEEF

BEEF STEAK

45c

—

.
t
••3ititt=0*L'-taii•zingividbramair

•

•

•

1

1

Except Saturday Nights ... 9:30 or 10 p. m.

CORNER NINTH and SYCAMORE
s.

21c

PORK LOIN ROAST

Open Six Days Per Week From 7 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.

-

35c

8

ICED TEA

4m•

/7c

•••

•

=meateee-, -a-eerier, --ren
efeenate-erearesee
_

•

30c

Weal

•

SECTION TWO YFOUR PAGES
THURSDAY, JULY 25, 1946

"A letter from home" to those here and far
away -from friends in Calloway County - A
phsce of good neighbors and progressive citizens
•

CALLOWAY RURAL ROADS TO RECEIVE
STATE AID MAINTENANCE THIS YEAR

•

west ends of bridge ovir Jonathan
Creek to junction of a county road
PFC. CHARLIE THOMAS
duct Medal is not only a good
running northwest, 0.6 mile.
AWARDED GOOD C'ONDUCT
soldier but a good citizen as welL
MEDAL IN JAPAN
The Sinking Springs road, from
Pfc. Thomas, in addition to the
junction of a road running north
•
Good Conduct Medal, wears the
WITH THE EIGHTH ARMY IN
to a point 0.1 mile south oif East
FRANKFORT. KY., , June 26- J. Stephen
Victory Medal, the Asiatic-Pacific I
Watkins. Commissioner Fork of Clark's River, 0.2 mile.
JAPAN t DELAYEDi__Pfc. CharCalloway County's share in state of Highways
theater ribbon and the Army of
. Roads other than
The
Murray
Rotary Club met
The Brewers road, from Ky. 299,
lie Thomas. Hqs. Battery, 675 Gli- Occupation Ribbon.
aid for county rural highways will those listed in
the contract are not thence
to a county road running last Thursday at the Woman's
be spent this year in aiding the subject to state
der F.A. Bn.. along with 13 others
Pfc. Thomas is the son of Mrs.
aid, it was point- west
Clubhouse
, with Preggdent Alvin
and a road running northwest,
county on maintenance in the sum ed out.
of his battery was presented the Mary M. Thomas, Rural Route 1,
G. Jibstin presiding. Guests and
2.8
:miles.
of $30.898.08. while aid on pew eonGood Conduct Medal which sym- .Mt: Herman. Ky.
"While certain -projects are slated
visiting Rotarians were introduced
struetion will be $10,299.00, as set
Portion. of thi""Eagen‘Newbersrbolizes a year's faithfuL efficier14-.for new construction in our agreeafter a most inviting meal.
roiad. from end of maintenance near
out in agreements between the Caland extinpliry service to his or- t
ment with the County FiscarCourt,
The speaker for the day was L.
ATHLETES FOOT GERM,
Faxon to a point northeast of Faxganization.
loway County Fiscal Court and the
•
J. Hortin, on the faculty of Murit should be reniembered that the
HOW TO KILL IT
on,
The
Good
1
Kentucky Department of High- state
mile.
Conduct Medal is thel
ray State Teachers College. Mr.
will only be able to provide
IN ONE HOUR
Army's way of showing
ways. formally accepted today by aid
s
its
appreThe
East
State
Line
road,
Hortin
from
delivered an interesting
as far as the money will go,"
dation for the work of an excellent IF NOT PLEASED. your 35c beck.
junction
the
of
W.P.A.
road ex- address on the Kentucky Dam. and
Commissioner Watkins said today.
soldier.
Because of the high I Ask any druggist for thig.STRONG
"Every road listed for aid, either tending west to junction of a how it came to be. He delved
fungleide. TE-OL. Made with 90 perstandards
set by the Army this !
deep into the history of the begincent alcohol, it PENETRATES:
in maintenance or in new construc- county road, 1 mile.
medal is one that is sought for by I Reaches
and kills MORE •germs
tion, is subject to this condition. If
The Brinn road, from Ky. 121,0.5 nings of the Dam. and explained
"all. A weir, rot the (3,d ConHo:Lind-Hart D:ug Store,
the money will cover the proposed mile west of Murray and extend- the various moves undertaken to
secure .it in its present location.
projects, we are going to exert ing north 1 mile.
every
Aid
will
effort
extended
be
within
to
the
our
power
to
We Can DJ) All Types of
see that these important county county in the maintenance of the COMMUNITY SINGING TO BE
roads are built. I have always following projects:
HELD AT INDEPENDENCE
Plumbing and Repairing
held the firm conviction that KenThe Dexter road. from Ky. 95 in
We will appreciate your
There will be a community singtucky's prosperity is subject to the Dexter to junction of a county road.
ing .at
Independence
kind of rural roads we have."
Church.
3.2 miles.
business
Aid will be extended to the counThe Shiloh road, from Ky. 95 to north east of Almo on Sunday.
ty in the construction of the fol- junction of a county road east and August 4, begtnnini at 1 p.m. aclowing projects:
a county road south. 1.4 mile of cording to an announcement made
411
by Freeman Peeler.
The Miller-Tobacco road. It is Alm.). 2.4 miles.
Farmers can help theinselt es to
steel
The
tAlltk
h
requested that approximately 91.The Shiloh road. from 0.4 mile
get steel-whether it be a new piece have gone
through the processing
470.00 be used for the construction west of Shiloh, to the junction of Church rce.d. 2.8 miles.
of farm machinery, an automobile, and fabricatin
g channel, is far beof a bridge over Brushby Creek. Ky. 94 near Faxon, 3.1 mile.
-- Th... Mt. Olive Church road,sfrom
a keg of nails, a roll of fencing or hind schedule
and, therefore, the
approximately 0.5 bile east of ToThe Roy Graham road, from Ky. Graves County line, to junction of
other products-by peomptly taking American Iron and
Steel Institute's
bacco,
as
southeast
121
far
as
the fund will perof Stella to junction the Backusburg road, 2 miles.
their accumulated scrap to the near- Committee on Scrap
SCOTT FITTS R. C. CHANDLER
has warned
of
mit.
two county roads running east
est scrap dealer, the Committee on that a complete
The Coldwater-Backusburg road.
return to normal in
1100 West Poplar
Phone 629
The Dexter road, beginning at and west. 1.6 mile.
Iron and Steel Scrap of the Ameri- 'the flow of Scrap
fforn Ky. 121 in Coldwater. to junccannot occur until
can Iron and Steel Institute said the supply of
The College Farm road from Ky, tion with the Backusburg road in
new steel approxi
today.
121, near Murray and extending to Backusburg, 4.6 miles.
mates the demand.
A grave shortage of scrap threatthe junction of Ky. 121 southeast of
The Squire Potts road, from Ky.
In the ten months from August
ens
to
thwart
the
steel
Stella. 3.1 miles.
industry's 1945 through May
121. thence east 0.5 mile to Ky. 299
1946, production
attempts
to
make
up
the 19 million of ingots
The Backusburg road, from Ky. south of Kirksey. 3.3. miles.
and steel for castings was
tons
of
steel
that it has lost since299 in- Kirksey to the Graves Coun-The Cyrin Grove:Harris Grove
V-J Day as a result of strikes and 22,1136,000 tons lower than outiout
ty line. 56 miles.
road. from Ky. 94 in Lynn Grove
LABORATORY TESTS
work
stoppages.' The scarcity of' over the same period of 1944-1945.
The Salem
Church-Coldwater and extending to the junction of
scrap is due largely to the fact that Presumably, better operating conPROVE THAT A FRESH
road. from Ky. 94 in Lynn Grove to Pleasant Grove road, 0.8 mile.
Industries which usually generate ditions would have enabled at least
CIGARETTE GIVES
junction of the Salem ChurchThe Dresden road, from junction
scrap In large quantities, have not 19,000,060 tons of that total to have
Browns Grove road, 1 mile.
with the Dexter-Penny road, to the
!'01I
LESS NICOTINE
been operating at all or operating been made. The 19,000,000 tons
The Penny road. from Ky. 121. junction of the Kirksey-Almo road.
at low levels since V-J Day.
would have supplied the steel for
via Penny to junction of county 2,9 miles.
5x7
Farms have always been a good 1,000,000 small dwellings, plus the
75c for first print
road, said-junction being 0.15 mile
The Halfway road. from Ky. 95
source of scrap and during the war steel for 1,700,000 automobiles,
25c each additional print
plus"
south of Marshall County line. 8.5 to the junction of a county road.
when drives were conducted, agri- all the bale ties made
8x10
for farmers
$1.00 for first print
miles.
east and west near Tobacco, 3.1
cultural areas yielded large ton- over the last.
nine years, plus 50,50c each additional print
The New Providence road, from miles.
nages of scrap to help win the 001,000 one-quart
cans, plus a
'Ky. 121, via New Providence. to
conflict.
The
Pleasant
Grove-Hazel
road
washing machine-and-, stove for
•
junction of the State Line road, from Ky. 95. to junction with the
In view of the current scrap every
one of the 1,000,000 homes
shortage which thteatens the full
5.9 miles.
Crossland road. 34 miles.
'
mentioned above-and still there
use
of
steelmaking facilities, farmThe Salem Church-II-owns Grove
The Kirksey-Almo raid, from
ers are asked to take their scrap would renale 7,500,000 tons of steel
road, from junction of the, Salem Ky 289 in, Kirksey to Ky.411104:mjle
now
to town and sell It to scrap for other purposes. including much
Church-Coldwater road, and ex- west of Almo. 6.7 miles..
dealers. If the scrap is unusually needed farm machinery and equiptending to the Graves County line.
The East. State. Line road, from
bulky, preventing its easy transpnr- ment.
3.4 miles.
Hazel to the junction of, the New
Whin by the farmer, the scrap
The requirements for all goods,
The South 16th St. road from Providence road. 5.4 miles.
dealer can be called or arrange whether for the home,
the farm,
Ky. 94 near Murray. to junction of
The Dexter-Penny road. f.zom risuenta
DEMOCRATIC TARTY
can be made through the trassportauoa, etc., will be fulfilled
ALL SERVICE GUARANTEED
a county road running ,
,west. 1.3 Ky. RS to the junction of the Ores- local farm
agent
to
get
It
to
the in direct proportion to the receipt
miles.
•
den road, southwest of Wadesboro, dealer.*
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
by the steel mills of scrap.
The Mt. Carmel road. from Ky. 1.5 miles.
121 to junction of a county road
The Elm Grove road. from Ky. 114
PHILLIP P. ARDERY
running north 1.7 tniles.
to the junction of the TVA road
Frankfort. Ky.
The TVA road, from end of Elan and county'road. 3.1 miles.
Grove road, to junction of a road
203 SOUTH SIXTH STREET
The Faxon-Newberg road. from
JOHN YOUNG BROWN
running southwest to Faxon. 6.8 Ky. 94 to a point 0.8 mile east of
Lexington Ky.
MURRAY, KY.
miles. •
Faxon, 3.9 miles.
Phone 387
The Will Doores road. beginnipg
The Green Plains Church road on
JAMES LOGAN DELK
at junction of the Backusburg road Ky. 121 from 1 mile west of New
, Hopkinsville. Ky.
to junction with the Mt. Olive Concord on Ky. 121, extending to
the junction of a county road runBLAKEY HELM
ning west, 3.3 miles.
Louisville. Ky.
COME IN TODAY AND LET US HELP YOU
The South Pleasant Grove chur,
TOM LqGAN
road, from Ky. 94, 0.4 mile east of
Madisonville. Ky.
Lynn Grave and extending to the
Junction of the Crossland road. I
GEO. T. SMITH
miles north of Crossland, 9 miles.
REPUBLICAN PARTY
Beattyv-iTite: Ky.
The West State Line road. from
Hazel fo Tenn. State line to CrossFOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
HENRY CLAY -STEPHENS, Jr.
land, 3 miles.
Cliff. Ky.
The New Hope Church road, from
JOHN SHERMAN COOPER
Murray and extending to Ky. 121.
. Somerset. Ky.
JOHN J.'THOI3E
3.7 miles.
Covington. Ky.
The WPA road from Green Plain
ROSCOE CONKLIN DOUGLAS
Church road to the Tenn. State
Williamsburg. Ky.
NORRIS_ BROOKS VINCENT
line. 3.7 miles.
Brownsville, Ky.
The Squire Holland road from
Ky. 95 to a county road 0.4 mile STATE OF' KENTUCKY,
STATE•OF KENTUCKY,
eaftt of Clark's river, 2.1 miles.
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, Set.
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,Sit.
-The Crossland road from Ky. .94 _
1, Lester Nanny\ Clerk of the Calloway County Court, ,
I. Lester Nanny, Clerk„ of the - Calloway County
via Wiswell to the junction of the do certify
that the above is a true and correct copy of the Court, do certify
that the above is a true and correct copy
'West state line Mad in Crossland.
ballot to be voted in the Republican primary to be held of the
ballot to be voted in the Democratic Primary to'be
7.3 miles.
Saturda
y. August 3, 1940.
..
• The Van Cleve road from Ky. 94
held - Saturday, August 3, 1946,
.
Lester Nanny, Cltik cnilow av County Court
via Van Cleve to junction of a road
1.e0or N:i env. Clerk Calltritva v Coo nt s'
running northeast. 4.6 miles.
The George Morris road, from
Ky. 94 via Faxon to junction of the
Elm Grove-Newberg road. 4 miles.
The Sulphur-Buffalo triad, from
junction of MP-18-323. northeast of
New Concord to a point northwest
of the junction of Henry County
and Stewart County' - Tenn.. 3.4"
miles.
The. Backusburg-Brewers road,
from the Beckusburg road, to the
"Marshall County line. 36 miles
The Beechy Fork.Tenn. State
LET OUR SKILLED
Line road. trona Ky '121 near New
MECHANICS SERVICE
Concord to junction of a ctiunfy
toad running southwest. 1 mile.
YOUR CAR-NOW!
The Pottertown-New
Concord
road. from Ky. 121' and extending
Check steering and wheel
to Ky. 280. 79 miles.
alignment • Test battery and
electrical system • "Dealutige" car engine • Service
Come to ow iervice station for skilled, dependable,
clutch, larakes, transmis--.„
soon, rear axle • Lubricate
Calloway Circuit Court
car-saving service, today and at regular intervals.
throughout • Tune motor
Ma.son M. Paschall et al. Plaintiffs.
Give your car the benefit of our four-fold service
VS: ORDER OF REFERENCE
*SAVE YOU, PRESENT CARS
Bell Z. Paschall et al. Defendants
advantages:(1) expert mechanics,(2) modern tools,
Despite record demandIt is ordered that this cause . be
and temporary shortagesreferred to George Hart. * Master
(3) genuine parts,(4) quality materials. Rememberwe'll do everything in our
Commissioner of this Court, to take
power
speed delivery of
peoof of claims against the estate
we're members of Anverica's foremost automotive
your new Chevroldt. Thank
you for waiting-and you'll
of J.ftiat Parrehall, dee'd.. and all
service organization. Come in-today!
thank us when you start
persons holding claims against said
enjoying Big-Car quality at
estate will present their claims.
lowest cost-for here's value
duly proven. before the fourth Monnever before offered even
day in'Atirtust. 1946: or be forever
by Chevrolet
MURRAY DELIVERED PRICES - TRUCK LOTS
barrel from collecting same in any
8-inch White Limestone
19 1-4c
other mannee except through -this
8-ineh Cinder
16 3-4c
,4-inch White Limestone
suit.
12 3-4c
4-inch Cinder
9 1-2c
• Witness my hand as Clerk ef said
Court. this the 13th day of July.
MURRAY.
Phone 101
1946

L. J. Hortin Is
Guest Speaker
At Rotary Club

Farm Scrap Needed by Steel Mills

PLUMBING
and
REPAIRING

a
a
a
a
a

For Your Plumbing
Needs Call

FITTS & CHANDLER

DEVELOPING-PRINTING

„..

Cigarette girls give
smokers more for
their money with

Always mild, ahcays
fresh, yet cost
you less'

MI Standard Roll Fan;
4c PER PRINT

-

a

COPY WORK

-

For Educational Purposes Only
Official Primary Ballot

tia

Portraiture
Commercial Advertising
and
Illustrative Photography
•

DONELL STUDIO

SAMPLE BALLOT

SAMPLE BALLOT

For Educational Purposes Only
Official Primary Ballot

Make your
vacation trip
with a
well-serviced car

I

•

•

•

court.

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR
LIMESTONE CONCRETE

,
Katter-11110X"

Keep your car in sound condition-keep

it serving dependably -until you get
delivery of your new Chevrolet*

Order of Reference

Super Vibrapac
Vibrated,
Duro-Plastic
Cement
Blox

High
Temperature
Steam Kiln
Cured

to

•

KATTERJOHN CONCRETE PRODUCTS

OUR CAR-SERVICE IS YOUR BEST CAR -SAVER

PORTER MOTOR CO.

West Maple Street

• Phone 97
'

Murray, kr

Al

Devi*
Clink Callowpy Circuli Court

•

REPRESENTATiVE

ROSS FEED COMP
_ A14Y
_
. _110

Natth Third Street. •

!Ala
•

••••

•

I COPY K413113
•
t'l•

ertc

11-7.---7-1.

MSS.Wait

't?

•
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--that land prepared, for tobacco
should be practically as productive
as gardens ordinarily are. Each
ten of tobacco stalks has fertility
ual -to 10 bags of fertilizer and
is equal to 6 tons of manure: therefore all stalks should be returned.1
to the tobacco land at least 60 days
before the new crop is planted.
He showed that in preparation
for 1947 tobacco crop each •acre
should be seeded this fall to a
mixture of vetch --25 pounds, crimson. clover-12 pounds, plus one
bushel of small grain per acre
and that the land should be phosrebated at the time this mixture is
seeded and the green manure crop
turned under in the spring. He
said that all tobacco land should
PbO2W4 with 1000 tat 4000,
pounds per acre broadcast and
then fertilized with a complete
Ceittilizer at the row. Mr. Hunt
urged that all farmers put their
1947 plant beds on new land as a
means of preventing the spread of
blue mold next spring.
The *specialist emphasized the
fact that dark fired tobacco barns
be tightened and that an extra effort be made to cure the tobacco
properly in
order that a high
quality product may be available
for market, and urged those; farmers who have burley to have
some coke-on hand to be used for
firing in case oef. damp weather
during the curing period.

-

beautiful stockbarns, the terraced kitl farms, the preto
chicken houses. ripening peach orchards, landscaped farm .80
-F*
•PUBLISHED BY THE CALLOW AT PUBLISHING COMPANY
homes. and the beauties of other counties, serve
'
as
a
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and The
stimuli to go home aud pattern after the things seen.
Times-Herald. Oct. 20, 1928. and The Wet Kentuckian, Jan, 17, 1942.
that mankin3 has
thought',
Mr. Watkins belief: "Kentucky's prosperity is subject
WrLLIAMS. PUBLISHER •
to the kind of rural roads x‘e have" is true -in Calloway
____
. .
gaited or been: it is lying as in rnuic
JAMES CeWILLIAMS. GENERAL MANAGER
County. or in any county of any other state.
Thirtyeseveu farmerS attended
MRS. GEORGE HAIIT. EDITOR
preservation in the pars of
the tobacco field Meeting at the
_
CARt.Yi_tttfarm of Earl Burkeeu and 43 atPublished Every Thursday Noon at 103 North Fourth St.. Murray. Ky.
tended the one held at the MurEntered at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky. for Transmission as
ray State College Farm on Friday,
Second Class Matter.
July 19. Twenty-six of those in
iThe foilewing letter e. ..i copy of ration of the program of the Hone ittendanee at both meetings. were
Subscription Rates:-In Calloway and Adjoining Counties.
Demonstrittoe
t h: original
Certainly
these •,eterans of World War IL and
.$2 00 s Y•er, In Kentucky. UM: Elsewhere. $3.00.
July 18. 1946 %semen :MEI young people hese the .eie engaged in farming and zigriThe Calloway Celerity Fiscal Court right to expect such itesieunce and .:iiltural training. Both meetings
Judge Pink Curd. Chairman
guidance.
' were htld where both burley and
The members of tine club im- dark tired tobacco,/ could be obMurray. Keret:Ay
I
plore.the Fiscal Court to give this served.
mattr further cOnsideratioo and.
Goutlemen:
Russell .
Hunt of dee University
I HE LENTLCKT PRESS ASSOCIATION
•
we trust that it will be found teal: id _
Kentucky explained at each of
AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS
The citez,re of this county haVe ible to continue this
part of our the meetain.; ehat tobacco is very
is fortunate for a number of agricultural program.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Latters.to the Editor
We believe important to Calloway County faror Public Voice items which in our opinicn is not for the best interest years iii haying capable and far- the progress, which has been
made mers and pointed out that an exsighted peeple to represent there in end is bcing mode
if our readers
at the present ccllent job is being done in -the
the many financial and legal prob- time. warrants its
continuation.
producing of both dark fired and
lems of this governmental unit.
U C*I1swy is to move, let as burley in the
county.
The 400 Group To Be Here August 19
In the solution of these prob- make It
lie explained the affect of numlems, the best interest and welfare
Respectfully
submitted,
West Kentucky's Four Hundred Group will be here
erous tobacco diseases and especof our pEople have been held up- BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL ially pointed out that mosaic can
August 19 and ‘‘ ill remain in our midst for' four days. permosl in
-the decisiosn nude by
wOMEN's CLUB
be prevented if the farmers are
Probably you are wondering who the Four Hundred group the Fiscal
Murray. ICy_
careful in handling the plants and
is.
Most peegle have understeod
that varieties of tobacco resistant
't isit f 1-H Club mcneb#rs. approximately 40u have keeti appreciative of the lime
to mosaic are now being developed
of them v. hi. an -theduled tel spend four -days. August Lined. within which it has been
by the University.
Mrill•TO Staite, Colleg: in a District Camp. They rezessery for this county to perMr-Hunt stated that the importform its fictions.
j..t. cart Ferrara wee recently
are 1. 1-a. Four Hundred ía ciserfT sense. They are that in
For a number of years. the Fts- discharged from the army after ent thing in the .production cif tor
num
bacco is fertnity in the soil and
represent the cream of the young eel Court has recegnizmi thet the three years in service,
six monthsboys
.,': 12 c..urties of Western Kentucky. Fulton. edvancement of the county de- of which was
spent in Europe. He
ilicktra!!.
CarlisTe. Graves, McCracken. Marshall. pends, to is large degree. upon tht is at home with his wife. formerprogress m.•de by our term people. ly Miss Ann Farley •and son Carl.
Lit ingst,.n. Lvii. Tri.og, Caldwell. and
lroway.
HEART THOUGHTS BY
HART
This recognition has been rnani- Jr.
this is a lookvd-for occasion .with the 4-11
tested by• the C01111 111 Mak111/4 proJack D. Kenney, Soc.. 302 North •
clubs of 11,i, district. Murray State College is host to the
fessianai .,ssistarie'e av.iiiabk to the Sixth street, received his discharge
%young men and women and the home demonstration agents housewives and
young people. as July 9 at Great Lakes. 111.
Again there is an attempt at or- finding homes for their families.
THE 7995 Fume PUBLIC LIBRARIES IN COMMUNITIES
and the Lowly agents from each county.
as to the Lamers.
. evening we drove over
ALL OVER THE COUNTRY - A TREMENDOUS FORCC
Maj. Clifton Thoorman is at home ganizing a garbag: disposal sys- Sada)
•
The orogram pr•onises to be full of interest for these 4 Ile having a County Agricultural ;der havingeje en placed t.in termtown looking et the houses just
IN THE OEVECOPMENT OF THE NAT/ON- BRING
•
,
.
tern
in
Murray.
It.
would
seem
Agent end a Home Demonstration intil leave
finished or under construction. The
WITHIN REACH OP ALMOST ALL OUR PEOPLE A
enthusiastic future farmers and homemakers.
fiefn the Air Corps. He
A street Agent
it hes been possible to de- wis stationed
VAST STOREHOUSE OF HUMAll EXPERIENCE IN
at Wright Field. He that other towns are thinking about number is amazing. The houses
parade August 22. handicraft. group singing, swimming in
Setup a
well-rounded
program. will be a member. of the faculty
1UPPORT OF THE FREEDOM OF THOUGHT AND
the .college -tool. competitive games, vespers. night pro- Over tato
at the earnsti thing. Paducah is talk- are attractive .and are planned in
hundred term 111)1111C11 in Veriderbilt.
SPEECH THAT IS INHERENT IN OUR DEMOCRACY.
teaching Mathematics ing-about the best way to operate the most tiind.ern designs.
grams' of moats's. patties, camp fires, and other- aurae- the counti bate
• ••
been eoriiing on in the erigineering
the work. Hopkinsville is trying
school.
• are :eh...drilled fur the evente_
an organized base,. endeevering to
WAterm - -We visited' a- collpre- last Week
'la/OW I, 1414.0.41, machinist's San e' Oak- and
:
If Calloway 4-H members all attended -fhere would take ads antage of the new des el- mate, third class. 201 South Fif-' Kentucky' cities are studying the' in their new home on West Olive
•
ampere in home life. In order that teer,th
be 262 girls and 217 boys. It is impossible to expect all
street, Murray. has been systcrus used successfully by Other street across from Sixteenth. This earlier and an additional 37 have to a city and are happy-to find a
they might make A greater centridischarged, after honorable ser- places in hopes that a similar one is eheir first home, and is complete been retained as replacements..... parking lot for our automobiles
• the number to be present, as is the case in the othr 11
bation.
in every detail. They and many Paducah inaugurated 100 parking and are pleased with the price. We
vice in the Nanvy, at the personnel may be used.
connties.
. Murray has are just, as pleased to find a space
-them hese iceeived seeeleation ,
• • •
other young couples have waited meters last week
eenter in Charleston. S
.This work is promoted by the county demonstration
ening sufficient - to cern
Gregory Hyde, a young man re- many months for the realization of the reputation of being a leader, a -by a•• parking meter where we can
live"'ii sech es thi,
agents and the county agents. Of•the 12 counties who
cently tetureed from service and their dream house. They have town not afraid to` venture for rent that space for ;an hour for five
-1 was a
will have 4-11 clubs in attendanve at the District Camp. member of the Homemaker's (lab
formerly employed by the TVA- filled years, planning for a home something better. Surely the city cents . . . If there are those who
Kyle
Whitehead Named
with headquarters in Murray, has and a place in the community. is not afraid to pioneer with e would like to park in a spot all
eery county has an appropriation for the continuance of for mans years, and uould he now State
Publicity Director
if ms health %%could oft) permit. I
eine back to Murray to make this Slowly but surely, veterans' dreams proposition that has everything to day ... then eight hours multiplied
the home demonstration agent with the exception of Marhave learned many useful Chants For Republican Party
his home
All the time he was are being realized. They deserve gain and nothing to lose as is the by five cents would make 40 cents.
shall _COtillty. This includes Calloway County on the list
thatmia tint %altar
in service, he kept up with this thl best, and the first, in every- parking meter proposition . .. Ac- That is one way' of letting those
dollars and . FRANKFORT.
• Ky.. July:a-II/for appropriation. -The budget that has been approved rents. For the
cording to ri ports, the meters may pay who use the space. There is
town
past tads e years Kyle
through the Ledger . .and thing..
Whitehead, 41 ,editor id the
Tor the counts: included the $600 necssary for the con- 1 have earned ruy liselihood
• ••
be purchased on credit with six no cost to anyone who doesn't care
Times., All those months he was
by Harlan•Daily
Enterprise,
was ap- thinking
-tinuance of the county agent s work here.
the saleable knou ledge I received
about returning to Mur- -Since ice cream freezing has months to try therb out. After to park, but it does give space to
pointed
director of publicity for the
ray to start a business for himself started next dour to the Ledger and that. the meters are supposed to those who need to park and can
According to the reports from the organized clubs of in this club by making slip covers.
Republican
party of Kentucka end
reside in this community.
Times, work is much more attract- pay for them selves end add fi- only find every available spot in
th'e county, and the civic organizations of the town, special I knots (other homemakers ho are today
• • •
ive here. It is a comfort to know nancial gaing to the city's treas- town taken_ not for an hour, but
interest is being shown for the Fiscal Court to rescind the diens the ...imp ill
The announcement was made by
all day, and sometimes a whole
‘11111/.4 use hundred hoys and
With Navy training and TVA ex- that just anytime we want it, choice. ury . . .
order of the last meeting to discontinue making the appro•• •
week. This is another way of
girls are engaged in 4-H (lab Gevernnr Willis for Brent Kart. perience with sanitation, he has a of delicious frehn creatit is avail.
priation for this work.
Madisoeville.
president of the Kmt- knowledge of how
We are not city people who having more conveniences on the
work in Use count). These young I
a disposal sys- able for the asking . . .
tucky Republican Club,
In --this week's paper in the , LetCer to the Editor col- people .in many cases,
tem should operate and how best
Maybe you didn't know it, but want the impossible. We simply pay-as-you-go plen, and at a price
sill carry'
.
Whitehead said his resignation as to serve the
umn is a' .t.py of the letter that was sent to the Fist-al on the agric minaret pursuits in
town. He has a part- John Ed Scott and John Herman want .a fair and just plan of using that anybody in. the coynty can
Court by the Bosiness and Professional Woman's Club the, counts. in A short time. Many editor at Harlan would become ef- nu r, Carl E. Vincent. The two. Trotter have opened a business the perking space in town. We go afford.
et them still he inspired in con- fective August 1. the day he takes young men went. before the City for themselves, and are making ice
• urging the continuance of•the wor.k.
ver hist new post.
Council Friday night_ and asked for cream for sale, retail and wholeThe Wontatcs-Clut, in a, called executive meeting last tinuing their educational training
tie will occupy offices here he a franchise for a ediegosal system. sale . . . Both young men, with
in
Agri(
ulture
and
home
economweek. Voted to ask permission of the Fiscal Court to
appear ies in our oan college.
the McClure building. His salary
• -• •
many months' 'experience :in the
'personally in the . i.ext meeting August 1 in interest of the
of tie proeties when was not disckned.
These men are trying to estab- service during World...War Ii, are
County A et r
-iippriepriation.
This group of women, hes been made in agriculture in
lish something that Murray needs well known here, and have the
rlinfeseLtl!4.• about 250 families of Murray. has
F,,ur-H clubs. in Jefferson ocunty badly. and..a business by which eupport and good wishes of their
indorsed this county it, recent years. in
lieve
v.. w id the Lumber of farm wives .
!this progr..M. since abOut 1925.
exc_eded their goal by 13 they may earn a living for their many friends, and the town in
*
The
-Men's Club voted to list. its in- eel mothers whe are. benefettng with a membership of 699 boys families . . . Wc• have been crying general . . . They did not begin a
for a garbage disposal systene. We business in a field that was aft
view of the • and 814 girls.
fluenc,
a-I'Ing the magistrates to continue. the work free, the pr. erem,
umber of our yetrIti whose interhave our chance. But we must ready crqwded. or in One that
that !la- ii•eei•tetetatirling work in the county in
aiding in
•• ,t1 r CIL
Curdle
of Lawrence remember that it will have to be would furnish competition to their
d through i Monroe
the 1.0-tr4lk.L...conditions of rurisl homes.
; r er
life were very muck ! county drained witb
single line supported by more than a few friends, but chose an enterprise
,t.1*. are enjoying--thr. 4-11 Club activity and •nrprieed to learn of the recent of 4-inch tile a 20-acre field which families.
.
The rate of $1200 per that was entirely new to Murray
•art.
:Ng
tontinue the farm and home ao Lion of the Fiscal ( iourt in sio iti had not been in cultivatihn for y• at is cheap, but it will require . . . The name selected for their
:lifi•- the
hallenging_occupation that exists for_Cal. drass in g funds for the future iope- 15 years; then he planted corn.
the signatures of approximately manufactured product is Del-Rose
". lowa:t
500 homes to guarantee a success . . a beautiful sounding 'arrangeWe must not let this noble work lag. w,
of the venture .. . Surely•orie dol- ment. with a
Inu,t
more significant
encouragement
lar per month is not too big a meaning. It is a cembniation of
tt4csTION no CLOTHING FOOD, LODGING. MEDICAL AND DENTAL CARE,
)
- eport.. grapevine youte. indicates that
figure to add to the househola parts of their Wives' names. Mrs.
AND URINAL RETIREMENT PRIVILEGES
every
vIlling tr. ri•coneirit•r the vote taken at
budget. particularly when it selves TR
:
titter was Miss Delma Chrisman.
.the I..st • tr'e. tine. Let's hoot, that this report is true,- and
tht problem of disposing of all thus the Del. Mrs Scott's name
Monthly Retirem•ra Inserter Arise;
.that
•:..
continue to lead th.. counles of Ken-.
Storrmg
garbage in a sanitary method with was Miss Audrey 1111
Oliver.
30 Years'
70 Years'
Pay
flos•
41;cly.
t.un;Oer of farm boy- and girls enrolled in "d
e
no more treuble;than the purchas- thereby contributing the Rose in
Server•
Ser.a•
Pe, Month
-t•
name.
ing
.
of
the
a
.
garbege can and placing
By
Master Sergeant
EWING GALLOWAY
• • •
it in reach ot the disposal system
-•
$165.00
$107.25
or Feel $2rgeent
$1115.63
. . . Not only will it be a relief to
Murray has postponed purchas87.75
1 35 00
151.88
-Technical Sergeant
ii
iii--ti' - • the
.
.spers. If you get rid if the bothersome refuse, ing parking meters. I don't know
n. utI With whi
74.75
115.00
129.38
Staff Sergeant .
around
look
I
get
but
mean,
what
don't
it
why
unless
will
it
is
to
mean
Padusee
a
bow
cleaner
place
Committee
meniners
the
-of
for
.
100.00
65.00
112.50
Sergeant . . . .
Kentucky. President Herry
W. you and pick out the types that are in which to live . . . fewer flies cah. Mayfield. and Lexington like
•
-The directors have Mainly _responsible for Kentucky, to harm the children . . . less theirs. Earlier in the year. a stateLtrui,%
t h.• ...t enth time within three Ish'eter sevs
58.50
90.00
101.25
Corporal . . .
- agreed to make a cemplose change slipping backsiv4ied during a half chance of spreading contagious dis- ment was made by a Paducah citiyears _arrested tor drotikcii driving.
52.00
80.00
Class
First
90.00
Private
We have our chance at zen in the paper there in which he
tier ease'.
rif theme in our wortekiesieee•egibei., century when. nparly .11
The late' i- all :hes..
.
48.75
84 38
75.00
Private
fail. up to now the idea liatetie-en Elates- in threerinren were tie the thee system on a pay-as-yeu-go was a little riled about Paducah
i entice le', protected treem ciptinken drivers
plan ... Let's support it.. .. How wanting to wait zind see Mayfield
a critical one. embodied ill the she march.
when a mai: who repeittedly gets drunk and drives and
IN ADDITION TO COLUMN ONE OF THE ABOVE
and Murray try out parking meYes. keeping Kentucky asstake ii may we support it, you ask .
eat. 'Wake Up Kentucky' It is
..1 !*.2o
ilayfin, d $1'.0 and sentenced to-jail._
,
a (ask that calls for the best In All By signing the blank Enclosed in'-t ters, with the comment that the
1110C
20 Incr•os• far So,cir• 0100
,,or (teams that Kereptik,y
Thu law -nimbi irrovide that licelia•440 drive- shall be
leaders in the movement einder an ad in this paper on anether borne town had too long waited for
,
50% tncroas• if Morrob•r of F? avg or Cfider Cram
llinroughly aWekeried thet
and
-Murray
Mayfield
try
out
to
!t h • i t'zi te
:
ze t_e !jo.d
a. La ec
-1."1,L1d chisz4N- -104--- the tenetructraes way.-The whose - nut ffiTI is Watch- page. .and returning it to Mr.
5% ler tease ea Pay for Loth 3 Years of Sot tare.
nritereeet. wevelso
.. 0 0lostalltA▪ ti protection for the public.' epee:each s)mty,lized by the thcapie, ing us and wondering if we really Hyde. (Cr by telephoning, or writ- new projects. He sited the milk
plait and the Murray ManufacturANIMISM\
'Keritarky on the March:: We be- mean sehat we airy. Similar 'TM-is:e- ing him a letter giving your proming company assubjects that his
hove that Ker-aucky
iiRieed in nter-its in tither states will stand or ise to have your etarbage collected
and
Murray
for
waited
had
town
ProsperitN- Depends On Rural Roads
him
purtner.
ad
by
'his
...
• emetch. 'arid we of the 4.7oM- fall by what Kentticky actually ac• •
Mayfield to try out.
plishes.
metes. are prield et' the part that
• • •
s e ] e j Hied. SS': II, iia
It is pleasing that so many of
approximately
111;... year on rnainteuice
_ of old
of us have played
Pe, 2 or 3 . years' service increasing to does$41.197
eion installed 633 meters
"
1
"..:
who e re ie
1.
The.feregoing paragraphs are de- It"
quarters pay after 30 )Y01,1' service.
Mr. StracWr ia right
' The c„mYears. 4 Otte year enlistments pereta! !! • t
lit" new roads. according to metes
Committee for Keeto
the
voted
the Army s, Retrremert income an grade of
in
new
mitted for men
has deny a, fine job waking
Master Or First sersient up to
of
service.)
months
more
or
with
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solely
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as
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state-wide
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Kerii-ucky: Nilthing
11. ti;t1
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185 63 per month for life.) All
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Enlistment
previous
active federal military ,&'
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And we
I
parents'
with
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inclusive
vice counts toward retirement.
years
city. arid .county committees, to be
.A• t: ilex
:114 ',1;1.1(0,- Lt..re., 1.11.1
miles of rural! are en the march to avbetter
ept for men now in
ex,
consent
aff.liated v.-ith the parent, orkaniz..
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x% Ill
8. Benefit% under the tI Bill of
Scheeler and tither
Army. who may reenlist at any ay.,
i.rograni, thus bringing to reality moiaeuann
taut
The state cannot adveni •
Rights 2•Silred for men who enlist
anti former ser•ice men depending
Witt
!Ito. hy's prosperity is subject leaders in the Committee pulled 'ii much
on of hefure October 5, 1946,.
on length of service.
witheut civic progress
Phil Sheridan Za. eshouted. -_ Turn.
to titt..Leti et !heel
ee b.. 1',
counties and municipalities, and ti •
3. A reenlistment bonus of $10
9. Choice of branch of service
we .are going .back! •
lii ieleene Ii .••• I ere • retitle in this counts. that boys, turn: .
for each year of active servo e ,unce
and overseas theater 4 of those still
Committee for Kentucky's work
ard at tirtie
was last paid, or since
bonus
such
open)
on -year enlistments.
Will it, :toted ie.lhe
e
seem that 1i/tactically
helping local coinmunaies take ezi- •
last entry into service. provided reBut in my humble _opinion keep- inventory is still
ever
ui.ttre (.I , ht., 1- ihi i ,iflo•tl. r
to be don.
enlistment it within 90 days after
.14 Kentucky- awake as
. just as hig Every county, city or town in tie
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last honorable discharge.
Ili 4,,
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,•••
For .job --- yes.
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ENLIST NOW
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k- -i•1
4. Up to 90 days' reenlistoTent
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depending
pay,
with
iirlough
f
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local
have
alruct Pot 1- ).!;%. n tre ineeiele
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service,
with preseribed
length of
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I hey.: been. Watching civic never token seek of themselves I
travel allowance paid tei home and
agiu. men' it
•
,41111t:.
Fit;e,al Court and end political mevernents in ,eur
have visited towns whose eiv
return, for men now In the Army
U. S. ARMY RECRUITING STATION
I,:
iitt
apil has been He- good state start with, the waving leaders were anxious VI do stare
who reenlist.
. the
.
......
cepted i."• Mc. W otk;i : .... •
nf flags. the beataig of drums. the thing but didn't know just how t
5. Consult your Army Recruiting
: •
Tile netetier ..t. rn:..•- ..' in,i,r.,vernent anti eonstruc- spouting of flamboyant oratory. go about it. One of the prim,
A GOOD JOI FOR YOU
Off. Cr I. other furlough privilepri.
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6. Mostermg-out row (hatted urn
length of service) to all men who
lei..se-lja t •e e,,. iid -i - e m. ..,., ording . t.. press
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are discharged to enlist or reenlist.
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01.... 1 711.1 - ..•Ii
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7. Option to retire at half •pay
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•--,,,
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ili tie'','- ti'
.
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life
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after
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your
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for
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New Higher Pay
for the Army!
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_Highlights of Regular Army Enlistment

BLUE BIRD GRILL
Benton Road
•
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•

"ALWAYS A GOOD CUP
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DIRECTORY AND BUSINESS DIGEST
•

itomminimm

if
. THIS DIRECTORY is pub;
lished for your information
through the courtesy of the
firms whose advertisements
appear on this page.

FARNSWORTII—NORGE—MOTOROLA

11011051/10111"
E
,
ATIIIACKFM

ALL ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES

WHO'LL BE "MISS KENTUCKY"?

THEY WILL APPRECIATE
YOUR PATRONAGE

Nor.,
REPAIRED BY

ELECTRIC SERVICE CO
The BEST Is Always CHEAPEST
505 MAIN ST

SocAet

oxts'
Downquake

FA1tNSWORT717NORGE—MOTOROLA

Gin. t•• ftilntly something So grow on. giow
on, between meals. DOWNYfl.AK( Donuts
ore rich in honeslite-goodness nourishment
—taste like elisions donuts, too. The DOWNY.
RAKE machine motes 'em right before you
—fresh and toll

LIVE MINNOWS, FISHING WORMS
and
Everything for the
Fisherman

SEE THEM MADE AT...

Crider's Donut
Shoppe
at the Blue Bird Cafe

Worms Neatly and Securely Packaged
400

J. T. WALLIS & SON, Third and Main

I Hughes Paint and
Wallpaper Co.
South Side
Square
•
Call 383

SEE
The MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY ,
— For

Automobile, Casualty, Fire Insurance
and Bonding
Also ALL KINDS OF REAL ESTATE
Offices Over Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
PHONE 601

We'd Like To Be
YOUR GROCERMAN

Groceries
Fresh Fruits
Vegetables \
Meats
Hatchett's Grocery

TRAVEL TO DETROIT
— BY - - —

1214 West Main
Phone 375

BROOKS BUS LINE
Make Reservations Early At

BOONE'S

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES
Murray, Ky.

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Phone 456

Save 10 to 20%
On Cash and Carriy on
both Laundry and
Cleaning

RECAPPING and
VULCANIZING

/
1
4

ONE DAY SERVICE

Tube Repair large injuries

Prescriptions A
Specialty

•

• Grade 1 Tires
• Used Tires
• First Line Tubes

SUPERIOR
LAUNDRY and
CLEANERS
•
Phone 44

East Highway

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Phone 262
Authorized Representative of
Ohio Valley Terminix Uorp.

•

•

:ASK

FOR FREE INSPECTION

If It's ...
Building
Repair Work
Cabinets
—or-

and
Decorating

-Painting

WE DELIVER

i

••
..
.1
.
1•rma•
...Mmo•••••11M11.4.411

M...,••

• HEADQUARTERS FOR '
Standard Parts for All Carla

Murray Auto Parts
W.". Miller

B. L.

Ray

Telephone 16

You Need

Adams is a graduate of
Murray State Teachers College.
and is Home. Demonstratlisn Agent
of Fulton County. Mr. Adams was
a student of Murray State Teachere College before entering the
Army, where he served four years
in the European theater.

C. M. CATHEY
367-J
201 North 12th St.
Wsir

BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE

Murray Fashion
Shoppe
Ladies •
•Ready to Wear

A. B. Beale & Son
Est. 1897

A bull bought by Beechgrhve
Jersey, Farms at Burlington si
be shown at the Bonrie couhty 4 •
and Utdpia club fair.

Murray Consumers.
Coal ,& Ice Co.

Murray, Ky.

Telephone 64
We Deliver

•

Plow,. :107-W

• The Ledger & Times
"Kentucky's Leading Weekly Newspaperr
,

%••••1•11MMINIMMIN•711,

Blue mold affected almost
tobacco plant bed in Mercer" cour
ty. but enough plants were found
to set the crop.

PARKat

SEED
COMPANY
—Buyers and Sellers—
ALL KINDS OF
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
•
We Are Headquarters
<,
for Seed Cleaning
•
NEW LOCATION
Across Street From Murray
Stockyards
Teleph9rie A65'

1111
6.
01101
.
1.1111
+

OUR PLEDGE . . .
To be ever mindful 01
oar patrons welfare

The winsome lovely:- in the- pic- I held in Atlantic City this
•Septemture on the feff is IVI.iss Patricia! ber.
Fulton, winner of the -Miss LouisKentucky's other representative
ville Contest held in that city a sal bear the title of "Miss Kenfew weeks ago. She is Kentucky's tycky". She will be chosen at
the
"Key City" winner and is one of _ICsntuckY State Fair's state-wide
the two girls who will represent beauty contest on August
25th. The
the state in the national finals of winners of the county contests
the Miss Aim rita Pau,,!Int to be which will he held
in every coon-

Ready Mixed Concrete

rJllLL
5qvict.5INCE ta&:,
ROALD w. CHURCHILL, OWNER
PHONE 7--MURRAY. KY.
•
4S.
•

AND

ATTENTION

Concrete Products

Dodge Plymouth
Owners

FLOORS : WALKS : STEPS
Building Blocks
Pillow Blocks
Stepping Stones
FARM

:

For
BUSINESS

:

LET US HAVE YOUR REPAIR
WORRIES

HOME

•

OWEN CONCRETE WORKS
Phone 885

Second and Elm Streets

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY
DODGE and PLYMOUTH
SALES and SERVICE

NOTICE
WE WILL BE CLOSED
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
July 29, 30, and 31

DR. H. B. B A I L-E Y, Jr.
Optometrist

to attend the
National Jewelers Fair in Chicago

— at
H. B. BAILEY JEWELRY STORE

Furches Jewelry Store

Wallis Drug

DR. WALTER F. BAKER

_

Chiropractor

WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GU' IT
— OR IT CANT BE HAD
.

BANK OF MURRAY BUILDING

DR. J. M. CONVERSE
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN

Telephone 780-J

Located In Calloway Cotinty Soil Improvement Association Warehouse, East Main,
beyond railroad

TELEPHONE 560

READY MIXED CONCRETE

DR. J. M. CONVERSE

IS NOW AVAILABLE

TAXI
SERVICE

•

OWEN CONCRETE WORKS
SECOND and ELM STREETS

West Side Square

Service

• Courteous Treatment

•

PHONE 403

• Safe Cars
• Prompt

Any amount you may desire may be
obtained by calling 885

WEST'S
Ready to Wear
Dry Goods
Notions
Men's Work Clothc,

•

sei
-••••.••-•

AS NEAR ks YOUR
TELEPHONE_

FRAZEE MELUGIN & HOLTON
INSURANCE AGENTS

The Old Reliable

Automobile

138
TAXI

FIRE

Telephone 331

Casualty
Gatlin Building

Murray,

Kentucky

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your InsurlIncq"
ii•—••••••••••••wwro

•••=1.

,seesfelreurr..40""

.••••••••

Seventy-six crates of strawber.
rie-§
sold by the Mohlenberg
marketing association on April
26, 10 days earlier than in many
seasons.

"Miss Louisville" and "Miss Kentucky"
Will Represent State in Atlantic City

.1.
,a

City is offering a rare opportunity
this year. There will be 15 riinner-ups to Miss America, and
scholarship awards will r a n ge
from $5000 for the winner to $1000.
These scholarships will afford financial aid, while the giiis who
won them are studying for their
chosen careers,

MISS KENTUCKY 1946

• Experienced Drivers

518 West Main Street

•

Charming in its simplicity was
the marriage of Miss Margaret Virginia Howard, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hollis V. Howard, Farmington, Route 1, 'to Charles Edward
Adams, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Adams of Cayce, Ky., which took
place Saturaay morning. July 13,
at Burnett's Chapel
Methodist
Church at 9 o'clock with Rev.
Harold B. Howard, brother of the
bride, officiating.
The altar was attractively decorated with masses of Oregon fern
and plumosus on either side of a
large white wicker basket of white
gladiola and Snow.Queen daisies.
Low white baskets of white feverfew flanked the central appointment and white candles in white
wrought iron candelabra stood in
the background.
Preceding the ceremony, a' program of nuptial music was presented byMrs. Glindel Reaves and
Mr. Charles Baugh, of Princeton.
While the candles were being
lighted, Mgs. Reaves played "Always" Berlin) on' the marimba.
Mr. Baugh sang two solos, "Ah
Sweet Mystery of Life" (Herbert)
and "Because" tiDllardeloti and
Mrs. Reaves played "I Love You
Truly" on the marimba.
The
"'Bridal Chorus" from Lohengrin
and MendeLssohn's "Wedding
March" were played for the processional and recessional. During
the double ring ceremony, Mrs.
Reaves played softly on the marimba the melody of "Till the End
of Time".
The bride wore a David Guw
model of white silk pique featured by wide bands of quilted silk
which outlined the shoulders and
extended to the waist. She wore
.a large white open crown picture
hat, and carried a bride's bouquet of pink Briarcliff roses, blue
delphinium, and white fetrerfew
tied with pink moire taffeta.
etridesmaids were Misses Angie
McNutt of Wickliffe, Ky., and
Martha Floyd of Hickman, Ky.
Miss Bess Adams of Hickman
lighted the andles. They wore
dresses of Jamison cqtton in pastel
shades of aqua, pink and grey
fezttut-ed by cameo neck lines and
rows of fagoting on full skirts.
They carried Colonia bouquets of
pink carnations, blue delphinium,
daisies, feverfew and pompom asters, and wore bandeaus of flowers
in their hair. Miss Adams wore a
corsage of yellow daisies to match
her hair flowers.
•.
The groom was attended by Jeffrey Howard. brother of the bride
and Robert Adams of Hickman,
cousin of the grown. Ushers were
Max Howard, another brother of
the bride, and Glindel Reaves.
Mrs. Howard, the bride's mother,
wore pink eyelet with navy accessories, and a corsage of white carnations. Mrs. Adams wore a navy
sheer crepe and a corsage of white
carnations.
Immediately following the ceremony the bridal couple was entertained with a breakfast at the
home of the bride's parents. They
left for a two weeks wedding trip
at a lake resort in Wisconsin. For
traveling. tee bride-wore a black
Shantung suit with matching accessories and a .corsage of 'pink

rose.
Mrs.

Call

PLUMBING
SUPPLIES
•

MISS LOUISVILLE 1946

ADAMS-HOWARD VOWS
V
SAID SATURDAY, JULY 13

•

HALE SERVICE
STATION

—

/
1
4.

ONLY SEATING CAPACITY SOLD

•

-or

MRS. H. I. SLEDD, Editor
Telephone 247

Bonen-is

PHONE 349

ty of the estate ewill go to the State
Fair to compete for this title,
Girls for we county contests will
be sponsored by various civic, social, and ,business' organizations
throughout the state.
Sponsors
should contact the newspaper in
their county which will put on
the county contest, or else send the
girl's name to Mr. Elliott Robertson. Commissioner of Agriculture.
Contestants must be sing.1% between- the 'a ges of 18' drul 28, as
Scpterdber 2, 1946, and possessed
of some talent.
The national contest in Atlantic

On

•
Sb

COPY R,M3E CI

1164c MI5'S

_
•
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•
tlittlAter
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the court
fore entering service. Four weeks resentative will be in
Monday
ago the union called a strike. Not house, Murray, Ky., entry
being a member of the union. I morning at 9:30.
applied for unemployment compenFirst Sunday _narasey 11 sm.:
Sunday -School, Alvin i First Sunday .2:00 p.m. Sunday
930 a.m.--NOTICE
Rev. B. G. Arterburn of Detroit, sation. My application was taken
School. Paul Newton. Superintend- .:'ole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.; Mt.
Harrell, superintendent.
Mach. will be the evangelist in a a week later and I vitas told I would
Hebron 7:30 p.m.
10:45 a.m.-Morning worship -- ent. Preaching at 3:00 p.m.
Notice is hereby given that
Second Senday-Coldwater 11 revival meeting at New Mt. Car- be notified rtay mail when to re- Stafford
Third Sunday. Sunday School at
Ill other
7-30 p.m.-Evening worship
Curd and
mel beginning the first Sunday in port. However. I was not notified
10.00 am. Preaching at 11:00 am. nis Mt Car•mel 7:30 p.m.
700 p.m.-Group Meetings
legal
and
residents
citizens,
Third Sunday--Mt. Hebron 11 August. Rev. Arterburn will also and upon questioning I was. told
Tuesday
and 6:30 p.m.
town of Dexter, Calthe
of
voters
I
the
Ky.,
that
at
Lowes.
doubtful
very
revival
was.
a
it
p.m.
begin
that
7:30
ro Kirksey
m -W M.S at the Church
2 10
Kentucl9L,have filwill receive compensation. Ac- loway County,
Fourth Sunday-Mt.' Carmel 11 third Sunday in this month.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCII
Wednesday
FIRST METHODIST ( HURCH MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
a petitIon•wherein
office
my
in
ed
at
told
Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m': ' Rev. Arterburn invites every one cording - to what we were
a.m
Sixth and Maple Streets
W. B. Cone, Pastor
7:30 p.m.-Mid-Week Prayer SerT. H. Mullins, Jr.. Minister
is they pray for a judgment estaba
veteran
center,
pm.
spea
7:30
separation
and
the
Minister
Coldwater
services
Lancaster.
these
C.
to
attend
Charles
y
Stud
Bible
and
vice
9:45 a m. Sunday School
of Dexter, KenThere is Church School at each cial inviation to all his old friends entitled to 52 weeks of compensa- lishing the town
Sunday School at 10:00 a m. each
8:30 -p.m -Tea ers and Officers
10:50 a.m. Morning Wdrship
as an incorporated City of
tucky.
every
on'."
a.m.
CI
10
compensati
at
years
the
I
in
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get
Can
to
da.m.
-these
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of
preached
superinten
9:45
Wells,
has
at
he
Allen
School
that
Bible
Sunday.
Meeting
5.30 pm. YOUth _Choir Rehearsal 1
and for the
at
Sunday: Your attendance, is ap- gone by is given.
A. In the Detroit automobile the Sixth ifithi Class;
Worship with communion
ent.
6:00 p m. Methodist Youth Fellowthan five
less
nut
of
t
appointmen
tor
administra
strike the veterans'
Morning Worship at 11:00 a.m oreciated.
10 50 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
a
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
ship
marshal
that veterans who stand to trustees, a police judge,
Devutional service in
ruled
Sunday.
Monday:
each
Paster
Sawyer,
B.
Braxton
7.00 p m. Evening Worship
gain as a re- and assessor therefor. who shall
HARDIN CIRCUIT
building at 7
at 8:00 p.m. each
monetary
library
any
Union
receive
sit
Training
basement
Wednesday. Prayer
7 30 p m.
offices until
Henry Smith, Pastor
sult of the strike are not qualified. bald their respective
o'clock each Monday evening.
Miss Pollie Small. Church Sec. Sunday. Alfred Williams, director.
Meetin_g
This column is published weekly ter compensation even though they the next election at which officers
Mid week- Bibl•. Miss Dorothy Brizendine, Student : Evening Worship at 7:00 p m.
seedneaday:
6:30 pm. College Vespers
this
May be elected,
Palestine. 11:00 through the cooperation of
First Sunday:
',lady :it 7.30 p rn. with classes ft.:each Sunday.
do not belong to the striking union for cities and fowns
Secretary. Phone 75
Max B. Hurt Chairman Board of
paper. Questions should be.rnailed and are forced into idleness by a as provided by Sections 81.040,
m.; Hardin, 7 p.m.
W. M.U. meets every second and
School
Sunday
Ragsdale.
Dewey
•.Stewards
Second Sunday: Olive, 1100 a.m. to, the Veterans Employinent Rep- strike. If you were employed in a 81.050 and and 81.60 of Kentucky
fourth Wednesday at 2:00 p m.
Superintendent
E. B. Howton. Superintendent of
Third Sunday, at Hardin 11:00 resentative. United States Employ- plant department that was forced Revised Statutes.
R.A.'s. G.A.'s, and Sunbeams meet
Director
T.
U.
Churchill.
Ronald
'
Sunday School
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Witness my hand as Clerk of the
Wednesday
Palestine. 3 p.m.
fourth
and
ment Service. Mayfield. Ky.
second
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High School Counselor
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Moser. superintendent. Clas.ses
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Veterans
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Evening
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have to serve overseas?"
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---------6
CIRCUIT
Union
Pastor
Training
MURRAY
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•
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myF 11155 a.m. Morning Worship. ser- Evening worship
8:00 p m.
C. A. Riggs. Pastor
Mrs. Robt. Smith, Junior
A 1 Classification means
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your
: _ mon by :the minister with ape- .Prayer meeting. Wed
8 00 p m.
Suna.m.
- --Second Sunday. 10:00
Counselor.
he is acceptable for military ser.cial music each Sunday under '
1
day School. Jas: H. Foster; Super- First Sunday-Goshen 11 a.m.;
t_
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before
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Second
Street
and
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slfght physical defect and will be
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the direction of Mrs. E. L Noel
11:00
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at
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Grove
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each Sunday at 10:00 alp.
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-Gen. 4-9.t
there
Because
I my brother's keeper"
duty except combat.
Jr. Student director, and Mrs A
•
Goshen 3 p.m.
i as follows:
to perform.
duty
combat
no
is
now
B. Austin.
Fourth Sunday-Sulpher Springs
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
First, third, and fifth Sundays
your son
why
reason
no
is
there
7:30 p m.'Evening Worship with T
Hope 11:00 ti_m:;
945 a.m
I lit 10 o'clock; second and fourth CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
sermon 'ay the minister.
cannot be sent overseas.
CHURCH
Hundreds of thousands of Woodmen answer "yes" to
Martins 'Chapel 3 p.m.
Sundays at 8 o'clock.
..
Q. "I was in a Navy V-12 proSprings
Sulpher
Clarence F. Smith. Pastor
Sunday
Fifth
Cain's question. They are providing safe. sound fratergram for 25 months and then was
11 a.m.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHLIICH
COLDWATER CHURCH OF
I
nal Me insurance protection to shield themselves and
placed in the 'inactive reserve.
Sunday School, 10 a.m
Samuel ('. McKee. Pastor
CHRIST
subbe
not
would
I
that
told
was
families from want.
a.m.
their
Worship Service, 11
SPRING CREEK BAPTIST
ject to further service. Can I get
Christian Endeavor,- 7 p.m.
Merritt Youngblood, Minister
CHURCH
9 45 a.m. Sunday School
a loan under the G.I. Bill to enWoodmen also practice the precepts of Brotherly Love.
Worship Service, 8 p.m.
Church School each Lori's Day
10 00 a m. Miss Ella Weihing'a
J. H. Thurman, Pastor
gage_in business for myself since
Prayer Meeting each Wednesby Woodcraft's ritual, as they bring aid and
taught
Bible Class for College Students at 10.00 a m.
assured againit interPreaching: Second and Fourth day evening 8 p.m.
First Sunday. 10:00 am. Sunday my future is
:1 00 am. Worship -Service
to fellow members and their families in distress.
comfort
• 4We will appreciate your pres- School. Morgan Cunningham, 9u- ruptions?"
Sunday at 11:00 am.
Sesnion by paft.
A. If you entered the V-12 proence.
4,30 p.m.• Senior- High Fellowship
perintendent. Preaching at T1:00
Woodcraft's fraternal service extends into the commuA revival will begin fourth Sun- a m. and Saturday before at 2:00 gram directly from high school and
HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
6.45 pm. Westminster Fellowship
Assisted by the society's National Service Endownity.
'
with.
reserve
the
to
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were released
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pm.
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you
service,
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CONCORD
support
Sunday School 10.00- a m. each ing.
REVIVAL AT
loan guaranteed under the GI. Bill
"NI junday. Sunday School SupermBEGIN SUNDAY. JULY 211
Had you served for 90 days prior
HAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST
t•-ndent. Paul Dailey.
Ask your local Vl'oodincn representative
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Morning Worship at 11 am On
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facts about Woodmen insurance
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for
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A. G. Childers.
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Q. Can a veteran who is el:milled
service will be Sunday morning at
Evening Service at 7-45 on secSunday School at 10.00 a.m. Hub 10 o'clock.
in School under the G I. Bill I.nd and fourth Sundays.
Rev. G. G. •Smith of Mayfield dismissed for not attending el.,- •
Trairig Unions each Sunday at Erwin, superintendent.
Worship Service at 11.00 a.m., will be the visiting preacher=..
regularly? Can he be,dismissed
5 30 pm. Layman White, director.
HrE
TC)
You are invited to attend these misconduct outside sc‘otil hours'!"
GA.. RA. meets on first and third Sundays.
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.
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Arthur Hargis. Potter-town. Ky. Fred Paschall, Lynn Grove, Ky.
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L R. Sanders, Kirksey, Ky.
1 -inch Boxing, any Width
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LAZY HOURS OF REST AND RELAXATIONIA lotof people like to "get away from it all,"

every now and then, and come up to the Brown
for several wonderful days of rest and "just
doing nothing:" ... A late lireakfast served in
bed -idle hours- of reading and. relaxingwith movies, theatres and shops just around the
corner when you want a change!

-

I AM NOT SURPRISED.

SWIMMING POOL TENNIS COURTS
•

SPECIAL FAMILY RATE

"N.1!

25
to

Preaching every Sunday morning at 11:00 o:clock and on Sun-,
day night at 7:30 o'clock.
Robert Owen is superintendent
of Sunday School held every Sunday at 10.00 o'clockt"
B T.L'. every nunciay !net at
630. CI-Iften McNeelk siireitor, and
preaching following ;BTU.
Prayer meeting every Wednesday
_
night at 7:00 o'clock.
WM S. meets on Thursday at
1:30 p m after the first and third
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Life Insurance Society

FOR SALE
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I Highway
Location: 3 Miles korth of Daytona leach, on U. S. No.
2 Miles from Ocean via Nearest Bridge.

•
that greedy capital and John L. Lewis have
joined hands to elect Lt. Col. Philip Ardery. They
have succeeded in raising the price on every article used by the people, from the cradle in which
, they rock their babies to the coffins in which they
bury their dead.
•

-OR HOURS, OF ENTiRTAINMENT1
Otiwr people, however, like to week-end at the

Brown .because there's something to do every
minute: dining and dancing nightly in the
Bluegrass Room -Summer Operaexciting
..
venewing old friendships -seeing and enjoying some of Louisville's many fine amusement
facilities!

They have taken money from the farmel‘C
clerks, teachers and others too numerous to men-

tion, %obese salaries ARE LESS THAN ONE HUNDRED DOLLAR,S A MONTH, and paid it to rich
corporations and czars of labor.
•

Yes, you can choose yotv own kind of holiday,
when you week-end at the Brown. Write or tele•
phone for reservation, soon!
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